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IRWIN S. HOFFER, A. M.
Professor of Mathematics and Philosophy
AND
Advisor of the Senior Class
Who has had a wide experience in the educational field, having taken
his college work at Harvard and received his master's degree at Co-
lumbia; who brings to the classroom the unassuming spirit of a master
in his work; who upholds the highest social standards; and who gives
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The School in The Garden Spot
A score and four years ago our forefathers established in Lancaster
County a new school, conceived in deep concern for the welfare of young peo-
ple and dedicated to the cause of Christian education.
We are now engaged in the great work, of building up a strong body of
workers for the home, the school, the church, and the nation, testing whether
an institution so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. We have come
to the time when we must prove our county as a garden spot second to none in
the world, not only in material products, but also in developing the best pos-
sible product—that of strong manhood and womanhood.
But, in a certain sense, we cannot improve on the work done by our
fathers. They have provided the ideal and have done the difficult pioneer
work. Our county and state will little note nor long remember what the class
of '24 has done to further the work of her Alma Mater, but they can never ig-
nore nor forget what our forefathers sacrificed in founding her.
It is for us, the constituency and the members of the school, to be re-
consecrated to the great task awaiting our effort—that from the example of
these honored forefathers we shall be roused to unprecedented devotion to the
cause for which they gave their life-blood, pouring it out unstintingly in ser-
vice. We should, accordingly, resolve that these men shall not have sacrificed
in vain; that our institution shall, by God's help, go forth to greater achieve-









One of the chief factors that has made our county the fairest that e'er the sun
shone on is the response of its early settlers to the goodness of their God as they expressed
it in a simple religion and an industrious, thrifty life. The earliest white settlers were
Mennonites (1709), followed closely by Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, Brethren, and branches
of each of these.
Elizabethtown grew up where it did because its earliest buildings served as stop-
ping-places for travelers upon the great trail from Philadelphia to the west. The town
was founded in 1753 by Barnabas Hughes who named it for his wife. The population has
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Brief History of Elizabethtown College
As we unroll the scroll of the history of our College we find the first
meeting of a committee to consider the building of our College was held at
Reading, November 20, 1898. The locating committee met at Mountville. At
a meeting held at Elizabethtown April 5, 1 809, it was decided to have a co-
educational school including Bible, Academic, and Collegiate departments. At
a second meeting held at Elizabethtown June 7, 1800, it was decided to locate
the school at Elizabethtown and name it Elizabethtown College.
The first president elect was Elder I. N. H. Beahm but because of illness
Elder G. N. Falkenstein acted as president. He was officially elected in 1901.
During his administration the ground was broken for the first building; the
school was moved from the Heisey building, and on March 4, 190 1, Alpha
Hall was dedicated.
The second administration was piloted by Dr. Reber. This administra-
tion is noteworthy because of the introduction of instrumental music, the Eng-
lish Scientific Course, and the first graduating class.
Elder 1. N. H. Beahm was re-elected in 1904 and served until 1907.
It was during this administration that Memorial Hall was erected and dedicated
March 4, 1006. This building was erected to the memory of J. H. Rider, a
faithful contributor of the school.
During Dr. Reber's second administration which extended from 1907
to 1918 the most outstanding event was the organization of the Pedagogical
Course. Another important event occurred April 26, 10 1 7, when Eastern
Penna. took over Elizabethtown College as the property of the church district.
At the close of Dr. Reber's administration Professor H. K. Ober took
hold of the helm, serving as president until 1921. It was during his administra-
tion that the problem of standardization arose and the campaign for £400,000
was opened. This campaign closed January 28, 102 1, with a total of $425,-
000 solicited by R. W. Schlosser, Elder I. W. Taylor, and Elder G. N. Falken-
stein. On June 7, 1921, the new Fairview Apartments building was dedicated.
This is the third of the regular College buildings.
Professor J. G. Meyer, the next president, served until July, 1024. It
was during his administration that probably the greatest event in the history of
the College occurred. December 2 1, 1921, the students and faculty were in-
formed that Elizabethtown was a standard college. Our courses were revised
and standardized, resulting in the approval of tive standard courses each lead-
Eighlecn
-Ii£0
ing to the Baccalaureate degree. October 25, 1923, a letter from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania informed the school family that our graduates would be
admitted to that institution in the same way as graduates from any other col-
lege. Columbia and Harvard had already announced that in the spring of 1022
our graduates would receive full recognition there.
With the opening of the school year, 1 ^24- 1 925, Professor H. K. Ober
returns as president of the school. We anticipate that the school will continue
to grow, attaining a still higher standard of efficiency in the educational world
and serving the various needs of the constituency.
The history of our College is interesting not only from the growth of
buildings and important events but also from the point of view that shows the
increase in the number of students.










1900- l'lio 183 5
lOio-iOi l 204 3
101 1-1012 178 8
10 12- 1013 105 7
1913-1914 183 1 1
10 14-1015 174 1 l
1015-1016 200 1 l
10 16-1917 167 15
1917-1918 150 1 1
10 18-1919 160 12
1910-1020 2 16 2 1
1020-102 1 260 55






Gift of Class of 1923
The Class of 1923 has left a worthy memorial in the beautiful pavilion
which it erected on the campus. The motto of the class is kept constantly be-
fore the school. The '2 3 Class Day Exercises were held at this place. During
August of the same summer a few sessions of the Workers' Conference were
held at this lovely spot.
The class of '2 4 has unconsciously proclaimed her admiration for this
open-air forum by holding some of its business meetings there. We predict
that in the future many will be attracted to the meetings in this leafy bower





We desire that our friends shall become acquainted with those who
have worked on College Hill during the school year. You have already been
introduced to the Etonian Start', the group which has attained its majority (in
number if not in years). They have labored hard and long that you may enjoy
this "best ever" yearbook. They recognize the fact that their product is not
flawless, but also feel assured that it will be of intense interest to those who
look this way.
Our trustees are real fathers to the school and are untiring in their la-
bors for the school family. . Our esteemed faculty is a corps of willing, cheerful
workers whose hearts are aglow with wholesome enthusiasm for Christian edu-
cation.
The senior class is the largest in the history of the school. The student
body is strong and representative. What hopes can be too extravagant for the
realization of the varied high purposes which beam forth from the very faces
of our young people? The Master Teacher will do for all of us who will permit









PROFESSOR I. G. MEYER, A. M.
President of Elizabethtonm College
Psychology and Education







RALPH WIEST SCHLOSSER HARRY HESS NYE
A. M. A. M.
Dean of College Secretary of College












































EPHRAIM GIBBLE MEYER CHESTER HUMMER ROYER
A. B. A. B.








EDWIN L. MANTHEY ALVIN PFAUTZ WENGER
PH. B. A. B.
ndustries, Finance, and Principal of Academy
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place oan ev- er e- qual
had true teach-ere aid us
hearts are filled with Bad-nese
Scenes we prize on Col- lege
Oath- er geias of an- olent








We love ev- ery nook and oor- ner.
Hap- py days we've srtent to-geth- er,
Zaoh to fill the place that's waiting.
sv- ery ma- pie, pine, and fir;
We shall live them o'er and o'er,






And we pledge our Al- ma Ma- ter
Treas-ure inan-y pleas-ant friend-ships
/or the MaB-ter wants each stu- dent
Ha sh-11 faith-ful be to
In the olasa of Twen- ty
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A. B. and B. S.
Junior College
Academy
ELMER S. ESHELMAN S. G. FAHNESTOCK
President Vice-President
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"Happy am I. from care I am free,
Why aren't all as happy as me?"
This man of brains is a rural representative
from the ((unity of Lancaster. He received his
diploma from Millersville State Normal School,
after which he taught in the schools of Mt. Joy
Township tor a period of twenty years. Eight of
these were spent in principalship of the .Milton
Grove High School. But this man is not only a
teacher, he is also a man of affairs. He is "squire"
of .Mt. Joy Township. He also has athletic procliv-
ities, being baseball catcher of marked ability on a
number of the larger teams, chief among which is
the team of Albright College. It is not necessary
for tis to forecast this man's future.
WALTER JAMES BERGEY
Doylestown, Pa.
"It's the songs you sing and the smiles you wear
That's making the sunshine everywhere."
Bergey is a member of our class who .joined our
ranks in the Senior year. He began his secondary
education in the Doylestown High School and com-
pleted it in the West Chester Normal School. This
was followed by several years of collegiate work at
the Eastern Mennonite School, Harrisonburg, Vir-
ginia, lie lias already had some experience in the
school room while teaching in the private school at
Northampton Co.. 1'a. Bergey believes in building
four square. Anions the sports in which he is es-
pecially interested are basketball and skating.
When lie arrives at the pond there is one grand
rush among the members id' the opposite sex. He
carried the baritone solo parts in the Christmas
cantata. Our best wishes for Bergey's success in











"In body an<l mind so great and strong
With bold, noble strides he moves along."
Have is the "lone star" from the metropolis of
Lebanon. His name lias been found on the list of
faculty members for the past two years: the first
year as teacher of mathematics, and this year as
physical culture director. His deep bass voice
served well in the Honierian Quartet and solo work
in chorus class. Dave's religious development is
not lacking for he is often found on deputation
teams in the interests of the Volunteer Band.
Sometimes it is difficult for this hoy to concentrate
due to the fact that a large part, in fact we believe
the "better half" of his interest is centered in the
town of Waynesboro, l'a. Our host wishes go with
Have as a teacher of Mathematics.
DAVID EMERSON BRINSER
Middletown, Pa.
"Me for married life.
Not this single strife."
Dave is the boy who made Koyalton High School
famous. You do not wonder why. do you? He is.
an alumnus of that school. After taking a few
brief courses at Millersville State Normal School
the teaching profession claimed this man. He
taught seven years in the schools of Londonderry
Township, three years in Koyalton. and three years
in the schools of Middletown. During his summer
vacation he enrolled as a student at Elizabethtown
College. Dave is married and says that he is not
sorry. He is interested in accountancy and may
later take his ('. 1'. A.. Whatever you do. Dave,
he it accountancy or teaching, we know that you'll











If any choice should rest with me,
Then give me death—not psychology.
This lady was born in Missouri. You may not
believe that when you look at her picture, but
"looks are deceiving."
It requires less time and space to tell where she
has not been and what she has not done, than the
opposite. Site has been the head of commercial
departments in a number of High Schools and Nor-
mal Schools.
Not only does she talk, hut she says (?) some-
thing when she talks.
For one summer her services were given to the
Republican Woman's Committee of which she was
a member.
Our class is very proud to have as a member
this lady of affairs. May the Fates. Helen Camp-
bell, be even more propitious in the days to come






"In all thy humor whether grave or mellow
Tbou'rt such a touchy, testy, pleasant fellow.
Hast so much wit and mirth and spleen about
thee,
That there's no living with thee or without thee."
Here is the big gun of the infantry department.
After he graduated from the Millersville State
Normal School be taught in the various schools
for twenty-nine years. In fact he has been princi-
pal for nineteen years. He came to Elizabethtown
College in the spring of 1923 and assumed princi-
palship of the academy in the fall of 1923. He is
a married man and is frequently heard boasting
that he has never had a quarrel with his wife.
We are inclined however to give Mrs. Wenger a
large part of the credit for this blessing. A. 1'. is
the proud father of six sons, each a great man in
the making. We have no reason to doubt that the








"The history of the world is hut the biography of
great men.''
Here is the president of the class of 1924. Nut
only did our chiss recognize liis administrative
ability iml also the Homerian Literary Society
when they elected him to the office of attorney.
Esh is a rather versatile chap, but bis primary in-
terests lie in athletics. He is a debater of marked
ability. His name was found on tin' Editorial
Staff of "Our College Times. In spite of all his
intellectual duties be finds time to develop his so-
cial self by means of auto rides to a certain town
in Lebanon County. Esh is one of the ifw mem-
bers who took bis work in the field of Commerce
ami Finance. Success to you. Esh. as one of our





"And still we gazed and still our wonder grew
How one small head could carry all lie knew.
Here is the assistant editor of our Etonian.
Altho this man is one of our day students we find
him taking an active part in all of our school func-
tions. He is chairman of the Volunteer Band, Nice
Chairman of the senior class and a minister of the
Gospel. S. (i. has taken bis major work in the iield
of Education and Social Science. We think the
latter was rather superfluous for he had already
taken unto himself a wife before coming to school.
Next year we expect to find S. G. in Chicago pur-
suing graduate work. From our past experience
of bis ability we are sure that whether he enters









"The heights by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight.
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night."
Here's one of the few members of our class
whose future is sealed. Dan was married January
1. mi':;. He was business manager of our Etonian,
and during the first semester lie was chairman of
the student council. He completed the Bachelor of
Science course in mid-year and immediately moved
to Waynesboro where he put to practice the knowl-
edge gained in his school work.
If you take a glance at the picture of this man
you will believe with us that both hair and brains
cannot he grown at the same place. In the future
we will find this man towering to success as one of
the world's business magnets, our best wishes
attend Han in his work.
ELSIE MAY LANDIS
Leacock, Pa.
"( !ome, what come may.
Always cheerful, always nay."
Here you behold a lady of the highest type.
She graduated from East Lampeter High School
witli honors. She I hen came to Elizabethtown Col-
lege and graduated in the pedagogical course in
1922. Elsie May is a rather versatile girl. She is
one of the girls who helped to win the basket-ball
championship for the Senior class. Unstinting ser-
vice was also given by her to "Our College Times"
for several years. Then, too. she is a good student.
Her grades verify tins fact.
We know that this lady has a very bright fu-
ture. She has had calls from various places to lill
teachers' chairs, even before her graduation. Sue-







SHELDON S. R. MADEIRA
1947 Swatara Street
Harrisburg, Pa.
But wherever you go, whatever you do
The class's best wishes lire ever with you.
How happy we are that this dignified ami wise
gentleman left the "Capitol City" and east his lot
with ours for he is one of our very host all around
elass mates, and a student witli excellent class rec-
ords. He completed his secondary education at the
Elizabethtown High School, took his freshman
year of College work at Juniata College, his sopho-
more year at Dickinson College, and his last two
years at E'town. Madeira displayed his ability in
argumentation in the intercollegiate debates. His
ability along artistic lines is shown in several of
our cartoons. His avocation is writing personals
for the "Our College Times "i'.'i We are unable






"Thoughtful, loyal, ready to do.
And a friend to cheer when you feel blue."
.Martha is the editor-in-chief of our Etonian. It
seems this studious lady uses "promptness" as her
guide word, because unless unavoidably delayed
we never rind her late. She edited "<>ur College
Times" during her Junior year. Her interest in
the religious sphere is manifested by the active
part she takes in Sunday School and Church work.
She is never found idle: dining our school vacation
she is busy directing Daily Vacation Bible Schools.
In the future we expect to find her engaged in the
work of the Master. Maltha has an excellent class
record and if we may judge from this we are sure







"Music is his greatest aim,
He sings for that and not for fame."
This man hails from Lebanon county. He has
been in attendance at E'town for a number of
years. It is lie to whom the class is indebted for
the melody of its class song. If you glance at the
photos of the faculty you will find him among them
as voice instructor. In 1919 Eph graduated in the
pedagogical course. He is also a graduate in the
.Music Teachers' course with the class of 1921. In
addition to his work at Elizabethtown he has pur-
sued courses of study both at the Columbia Uni-
versity, New York, and the American Schools of
Music located in Chicago. The best wishes of the
class attend you.
ESTHER PAULINE TRIMMER
264 West South Street
Carlisle, Pa.
"To love and to be loved is the greatest happiness
of existence."
This "feather weight" member of our class
hails from the lulls of Cumberland County. She
is one of the two members of our class who entered
Elizabethtown College in the fall of 1920 and fin-
ished her college work in four years of continuous
work at school. Her interests are rather divided
between school and its activities and a certain ex-
student who is taking under graduate work in
store management. "Eck" is experimenting in
home making in Fairview Apartments as a pre-
paratory step for life's work. She plays forward
in basket-ball, sings in chorus and made herself
famous as a public speaker in the inter-collegiate
debate. The next two years may find her in the









"And when a lady's in the ease,
Yon know all other things give place."
We were glad to welcome "Hen" into our class
.it the beginning of the Senior year. He is a man
of experience having been in attendance at Millers-
ville State Normal School from which he graduated
in 1922, and at Lebanon Valley and Franklin and
Marshall Colleges.
At the beginning of the second semester the stu-
dent body elected "Hen" to the Student Council of
which lie was chosen President.
But his activities did not stop with this. He
is also a debater, having served on the negative
team of the school.
It is very difficult to predict this man's future
since his abilities are so diversified. He may
teach, he may launch into the business world, or
In' may have a combination of one of these with
marriage. Success to you. "Hen."
I I
"ET"
ETHEL M. B. WENGER
Rexmont, Pa.
"When she will she will yon can depend on it
When she won't she won't and that's an end of it."
This important lady hails from one of our lar-
ger low ns that unfortunately has not as yet been
put on the map. Et made herself popular as editor
of the '•Our College Times" the first half of her
senior year. She also was a member of I he stu-
dent council the entire senior year. While holding
this office she was often iii demand by the "love
sick" young man in need of a chaperon. We find
Et is deeply interested in the religious field, since
she is an unfailing worker in the Volunteer Hand.
Her plans for the future are to go to the Hawaiian










"A diligent seeker I'm' the gems of knowledge"
This 111:111 was born in Perry County, I'm. Hi'
graduated from Cumberland Valley State Normal
School ideated at Shippensburg, Pa. Later he
graduated from the Taylor University. Wickey
taught .'14 years in the Keystone state. He lias been
principal of the Orbisonia school in Huntington
County ami also principal of the Middletown
schools. Since 1899 he has been superintendent of
schools. We feel sure that the future efforts of
this man in the Held of education will meet with




"Quiet, unassuming, a friend to every one.
Doing her duty the very best she can."
Ada was born anil reared in the heart of the
"garden spot of the world." After taking prepara-
tory work at Millersville State Normal School, she
taught several terms in the rural schools of her na-
tive county. She returned to join our class in the
fall ol 1922. She is a rather popular young lady
as is shown by her election to the office of Presi-
dent of the V. YV. W. A., and secretary of our class.
Ada is a scrupulously conscientious worker. Next
year she will probably be found at Bethany in or-
der to gain better preparation for the work of her






































"Tho (lays lie dark and dreary
Betty's a lass, who's always cheery."
Beth has wen fur herself an enviable reputation
ill' becoming a successful school teacher. Beth is
an all around girl having developed to a large ex-
tent the "four square"' lite. She is always pleasant
and scatters sunshine wherever she goes. She is
sympathetic and has a big heart, while her sweet-
ness, simplicity and beauty of character shine in
hei- face. She is full of life and has won the good
will of the girls.
We predict for her a successful future, for we
know that her whole heart will he in her work,
whatever it may be, and she will bring joy into






"To love those who deserve your love
To face all with a smile.
To reach a goal by trying hard.
These are the things worth while."
This young lady lives on College Avenue, and
was often seen on her way to College Hill during
the Spring Normal and Summer Sessions to gain
more knowledge for her work.
She has been a successful teacher in one of the
little red school houses of Dauphin County for a
period of two years.
Luella is a great talker and always has some-
thing humorous to tell. She is one who can drive
away the "blues" for others in a very short time
We suppose Luella will continue in her profes-
sion, if Cupid will not interfere.
Luella. the members of the class of "14 wish you







"Her fame lias never widely spread,
But her qualities of heart ami head
Are never, never doubted."
Huth is our only representative from the south-
ern part of our fair garden spot. Ruth is very
sociable which accounts for her many friends. The
energetic way in which she approaches all her
tasks is the secret of her success.
We understand that Ruth's immediate aim is
in teach school. We know that she will be success-
ful as a teacher for she lias already shown her
ability along this line in the School Efficiency
Class, but there are indications that Ruth has a
higher aim than this. We tear that the teaching
profession will net claim this young pedagogue for
many terms of service.
We knew that for whichever goal Ruth st lives
she has the best wishes (if the 'Teds" (if E. ( '.
L. MARGARET COSNER
Lancaster, Pa.
"A heart to resolve, a head fro contrive and a hand
to execute."
Alter graduating from East Lampeter High
School this little brown-eyed girl came to E. ('. to
increase her store el' knowledge.
Peg is an all around sport. In tenuis, basket-
ball and ice skating she excels, and her social life
is well taken care of. Her interest in the opposite
sex does nut lie at E-tOwn, however, but al three
different places, for there is a "Frank," a "Tom."
and a "Harold."
Peg expects to teach a rural school next year
and I he class of '24 wishes her the host success.
but we do not feel that that is Peg's work in life.
We believe that she would he happier in a cozy











"Let me li\c in a house by the side of the n
Ami be a friend to man."
Here we have the most popular member of the
elass. not only anions the students but the faculty
as well. After completing bis work in the Lebanon
High School. Milton found himself on a good foot-
in;;' for a few more years of training. He lias
spent two years with us and lias proved to be a
very industrious young lad. as is shown by bis
work as class photographer.
If all of humanity were as optimistic as this
young man is. we surely would no longer be both-
ered with the "blues."
We wish Milton success in whatever he under-
takes in the future, for we know be will shed sun-
beams wherever be treads bis foot.
RUFUS K. EBY
Manheim, Pa.
"A scholar be is without pretense
With a large amount of common sense."
This handsome young man came to this institu-
tion in the summer of 1923 in order to complete bis
work in the 1'ed. course. We feel that be has a
wide experience for he has not only attended .Mil-
lersville Normal, but be has had the dignified posi-
tion as "School Master" in the valley of Lancaster
County.
Although Ittifus is rather quiet he is a great
social worker and is found to lie quite competent.
His influence along this line extends not only over
the county of Lancaster but even nigh unto the
cedars of Lebanon.
We anticipate great success for liul'us ami we








'•Always true in weird and (Iced.
She proves herself u friend in need."
The famous city of York has given to the class
of '24 this fine young lady of whom we as a class
can well lie proud.
Although graduating ;ls ., commercial student
in the York High School she is preparing fur pri-
mary work while in college. We feel sure her
great love for children will bring her success.
Since coming to E-town she has developed the
four-fold life, for she is active in athletics, social
(campusology??) and religious affairs. Hetty also
ranks as a first class student which is shown by
the fact that she spends her summer at E-town
studying and teaching.
Betty is always ready to aid a fellow student
and the class of '24 feels sure that she will meet
with success in whatever she undertakes.
HANNAH MAE GIBBLE
Myerstown, Pa.
"A willing heart lightens work.
Which is our duty, never to shirk."
Two years ago when the gray haired faculty of
Shafferstown High School could no longer add to
her store of knowledge, they gave Hannah her di-
ploma and hustled her off to Elizahethtown Col-
lege.
"Gib" is a jolly laughing maiden which helps to
make her one of the most popular members of the
class. Her predominating character is her laugh,
yes. a real hearty one one which tills; every one
with mirth.
We do not kow what "Gib's" future has in store
for her. But she has captured a young man's
heart and the class of '24 does not predict wrongly
when they picture her as a successful home-maker
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ELIZABETH GIBBEL
B runnerville, Pa.
"True worth is in being, nut seeming,
—
In doing, each day that goes by,
Sonic little good—not in dreaming
Of great thins* to do by and by."
Elizabethtown College has won fame and dis-
tinction through the tine type of teachers which
she lias produced. I'-ut why such an introductory
statement? Simply to let you know that this
young lady is no exception to the general rule for
Elizabeth has proved to be another of Elizabeth-
town's successes. She has spent a number of years
in practical teaching in some of our rural schools
and we are proud to send her forth into future
service as a daughter of Elizabethtown of whom,
it appears, she has received her name. This lady
of lofty ideals and worthy aims we leave with our




Friend faithful and true
Full of jest and fun
Ruthie, that's you.
This fair lassie, after graduating from the Pal-
myra High School, found her way to Elizabeth-
town College in the fall of 1919.
While here she was preparing to teach in the
rural schools. And for the past few years she has
been a teacher in the schools of Lebanon County.
Ruth is a jolly good sport and is always ready
to have a good time with some one. If you want
lo hear a good story ask her to tell you all ahnut
the little "Ford'' she runs up the hills and down.
We do not know much about Ruth's plans, hut









Whatsoe'er she finils to do,
She ilcics. with all her might.
This young lady hails from York County, and
has quite a reputation as being a successful school
teacher.
Kuth was on the hill for only one year at the
end of which she began her career in the school
room. We are very glad to say. however, that
Kuth was not satisfied with her store of knowledge,
for she took Spring Normal and Summer Courses
until she is able to graduate with our class of '24.
Kuth has a sunny disposition and we rarely see
her without a smile.
We do not know Ruth's plans for the future,
hut we feel sure that Ruth's pleasant smile will
not only brighten the school room hut will win the




(Inward through life he goes."
The class of "24 is glad to have this young man
as one of its members. lie is a lad of wide expe-
rience.
Roy is the only member of our class who was
ill the World War. He served in the army of occu-
pation, and while in this division attended the Uni-
versity of Trieves.
In the spring of 1023 he came to Elizabetbtown
and registered as a Spring Normal Student. lie
joined our class this year, thus adding another
promising member to our illustrious group. We
are sure that he will continue his excellent work
after leaving school, and will help keep the stand-








"Ready in heart and ready in hand,
A tireless worker for the good i>f all.
No pessimism here."
Lebanon County 1ms given tu the class of "M
this brown-eyed lassie, she is one of our "experi-
enced teachers and is back here to finish her
course.
Naomi is always ready to give a kind word or a
helping hand to a fellow student on the "Hill."
She is often seen studying real hard which shows
her industrious nature.
P.ut there is another side to "Horst's" nature.
She is one of the "noisy" girls. Now, please don't
misunderstand us. she is always ready for a good
romp on the hall and her laugh always urges the
others on to a happy ending??
Then too Naomi just loves to talk and espe-
cially about "Farmer."





Just because she's thinking
of —?"
Yes. this is Elsie. To look at her picture you
wouldn't think she was a quiet lass, nevertheless
she is. Elsie never has much to say. hut once in
a while she displays her knowledge in class.
Elsie is quite an accomplished young lady. In
fact we have never discovered anything she
couldn't do tor she can play and sing, as well as
perform the duties of an electrician and carpenter.
This young lady is planning to teach next year,
and "_' I wishes her success. Milt we do not feel
that this is Elsie's calling, for dees she not do her
own cooking here at school? Evidently Elsie be-









"She is not the least bit noisy.
She likes tn study too.
She is very, very thoughtful,
About all which she must do."
In the fall of '23 "Peeps" entered our class but
tbis was not the lirst we heard of her, for site is
known by her melodious voice and her interesting
readings.
"Peeps" is an nil around girl for slie is inter-
ested in till forms of Athletics and study as well
as music.
When any social committee is in need of some
one to make "lemonade." "cocoa." etc.. they know
who to ask for "Peeps" is also accomplished in this
line of work.
All who lived on the "Hill" tins year saw the
foundations laid for the development of a lasting
friendship with a certain "day student"!!
EDNA MAY MARTIN
Brownstown, Pa.
"A perfect woman, r.obly planned
To warn, to comfort, and command;
And yet a spirit still, and bright
With something of angelic light."
Have you ever spent a pleasant evening in a
group of sociable and congenial folks'.' There were
music, jokes, and yes. readings, too. But there,
have you learned our secret? Certainly, it was
Edna who entertained so pleasingly with her
choice selection of recitations and readings. She
lias done it oft before and lias always had an ap-
preciative audience. Besides her other accomplish-
ments she is also a successful teacher, having re-
ceived this training at Millersville Normal, State
College, Juniata College, and Elizabethtown. With
this experience under various teachers she is able
to cope with problems as they arise in the school










"(.), that I tnight find woi*cls big enough to express
my ponderous thoughts.''
This young man Hails from Lebanon County.
He has been with us for a number of years, grad-
uating from the Preparatory Course in 192S. Amos
is a man of ability, as is shown by the fact that
he has already taught several years in the public
schools, as well as several subjects in the Academy
Department.
It is clearly seen that he is interested in music
by the fact that he frequently forces his busy
neighbors in the dormitory to listen to his singing
which is a deep bass. He lias also won fame in
debating and oratory.
The Class of '24 extends to Amos its heartiest
wishes for his success in the future.
MABEL W. MINNICH
Lititz, Pa.
A wealth of virtue. Few can compare. She
makes no pretensions and is steadfast in the high-
est degree.
Yes. this is Mabel. Our only Ped. from the fa-
mous city of Lititz. Mabel is a very energetic, ac-
tive, and industrious young lassie, and possesses
ideals that indicate a beautiful character. She
has a sunny disposition which brings cheer wher-
ever she is. To know her is to love her. Everyone
knows this. Her beams of sunshine have radiated
even into the midst of Lebanon County!!
Mabel takes an active part in all school affairs,
especially as a member of the Y. YV. YV. A. social
committee.
Look in the near future and you will sec her a
teacher, sympathetic and kind, admired by all her










"She always greets you with a smile,
Tii iln you ;i favor she'd run a mile."
in' course you know who this young lady is,
just by looking at her picture. Grace is one of our
members who lias grown up almost under the shad-
ows of college walls.
This is not her first year at college, for she has
already taught school one year and is here now to
complete her work.
Grace takes an active part in all school affairs.
If you desire a pleasant, eventful half hour just
ask Gracious to sini; for you. Her voice will calm
the most restless soul.
We do not know how long she intends following
l he teaching career, hut there is no danger that she
will ever lie lacking in "Grub" even though she






"Little brooks make great rivers."
Down on College Avenue
Right near Market Street
Lives a tiny gal named "Ruff"
Who you'd hi' pleased to meet.
Graduated from High School
Then out to the "Hill"
If I '! I she ever is a teacher
Won't it lie a thrill?
Lots of fun about her face
Drives her daddy's ear
(lives "us" lifts when out of town
Or where'er we are.
Yes. she is a pal we know
For there's gladness in her voice
Now "Ruff" to you the best success






''There is a destiny that makes us brothers:
None sines his way alone:
All thai we send into the lives or others
( 'nines hack into our own."
Here is another Garden Spot "school inarm" of
whom Elizabethtown is justly proud. That "va-
riety is the spiee nl' life" seems tn lie Alta's creed
I'm- she was net satislied to receive all her peda-
gogical training at one institution. We have
learned that she has spent some of her time as a
student at both Juniata College and Millersville
Normal. .Nevertheless, we are glad she has chosen
Elizabethtown as her Alma Mater. A success both
in the rural school and in the grades we And thai
this is nut her only accomplishment. If you desire
special music—maybe a sons in sweet, clear so-
prani! -call upon Alta and you'll not ho disup-
1 pointed, we assure you.
ESTHER B. WALTERS
Florin, Pa.
"It is far better to do well than to say well."
Esther is another of our day students and be-
cause of this she is forced to rise with I he lark.
Although small of stature, her ambitions are by no
means to lie compared with her height.
"Es" is a kind, unassuming, generous girl which
some of us found out at the art display.
She has had experience in the teaching profes-
sion and was able to give us many helpful hint- in
our School Efficiency Class. We doubt if she will
teach for a great length of time for we believe
there is another profession awaiting her.
The l lass of ':!4 wishes Esther what we are








"There is a sweet ;uul nameless grace,
Floating about her form and face."
The class of '24 is enriched by having this
young lady as one of its members. Bee is very shy
and quiet and it took us many months to learn to
know and love her.
She lias many talents and develops them as is
shown by the active part she takes in class func-
tions.
If sweet strains of music are heard floating
across the campus we can feel sure that Bee is
seated at a piano, for she is quite an accomplished
musician.
Bee has planned to teach public school hut we
believe she will later change her plans and devote
her time lo the teaching of music and thus he a




"Great feelings hath she of her own,
Which lesser souls have never known:
God giveth them to her alone."
"Still waters run deep" is an old adage and here
we have it personified. Ada never has much to say
but she is a great lover and friend of children.
This characteristic is a valuable asset to her in the
school room and wins her pupils to her. She has
taught a number of years having received most of
her training at the Millersville State Normal
School. We are glad that she has decided to com-
plete her pedagogical work here a: d thus become
an Alumnus of Elizabethtown College. There is
always a place in life for those of worthy aims and








"A soul whom children love and trust.
Kind, sincere, and always just."
Here we have a very gentle and admiring young
woman who is hlest with a sweet disposition.
Emma has been a very successful teacher for
the last six years at Fairview school in Penn
Township. Lancaster County. One can easily see
that she delights in hard tasks for she has never
hail less than fifty pupils in her school room.
She need not bother walking to and from school
for she is another of our ladies who is supplied
witli a car. however not a Ford, for Emma owns a
"Chevrolet." We do not wonder why it is so hard
to keep Emma on the "Hill" over week ends.'!
The hest wishes of the class of '24 accompany




As We Knew Them
Noisiest NAOMI HORST
Most Original MRS. HELEN CAMPBELL
Sweetest Singer HANNAH GIBBLE
Most Girlish ELIZABETH HERR
Wise Guy HENRY WE1LER
Best Athlete ELMER ESHLEMAN
Hardest Worker SAMUEL FAHNESTOCK
Pianist ELIZABETH ENGLAR
Brainiest HARRY J. WICKEY
Live Wire RUFUS EBY
Most Mischievous MILTON EBERLY
Our Samson DAVID BRIGHTBILL
Best Debater SHELDON MADEIRA
Best Slammer MARGARET COSNER
Biggest Blower ELSIE LININGER
Most Diligent Worker MARTHA MARTIN
Smallest MARY KLINE
Best Chauffeur RUTH OBER
Most "Grub" GRACE OBER
Best Looking Boy WALTER BERGEY
Best Natured MABEL MINNICH
The Big Gun A. P. WENGER
Most Entertaining PHEBE LONGENECKER
Most Versatile ELSIE M. LANDIS
Business Man DANIEL HARSHMAN
Soloist ESTHER TRIMMER
Song Bird EPHRAIM MEYER
Politician CHARLES G. BECKER
Most Resolute ETHEL WENGER
Most Neat ADA G. YOUNG
Best Musician j__BEATRICE WILHELM
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President RALPH R. FREY
Vice-President ' MELVIN SHISLER
Secretary VERA R. HACKMAN































The members of the Junior Class are a remnant of the Freshman Class
of 1920-2 l. The personnel of the Junior Class comprises not only those who
began their work in the fall of 1920, but also others who have come from
teaching school, office work, and various fields of endeavor.
The class in the beginning consisted of thirty-tive members, but in the
second year of the course quite a number completed the Pedagogical Course
and the Junior College Commercial Course. Of this group a number entered
the fields of teaching, office work, and home-making. Two of the original
number, however, came back the following year to continue the A. B. course
and this spring are granted the degree.
The Junior Class is small, only seven in number. But we believe we
are strong because of the fact that each member of the class has already had a
taste of life's hard school in experiences of school room and office routine.
This group of seven first organized September 18, 192 3, choosing for
their President, Ralph Prey; Vice-President, Melvin Shisler; Secretary, Vera
Hackman; Treasurer, Francis Barr. The class is especially favored in having
as their advisor Prof. H. H. Nye. We can feel confident that by his keen judg-
ment and sound wisdom we will be steered through the course of events to a
successful career.
Since the organization of the class, committees have been appointed to
direct certain affairs of the class. The committee whose work was of no little
importance and whose services will be remembered by the class in a concrete
way was the one appointed to select a class flower, class colors, and class motto.
This committee consisted of three members, namely; Vera Hackman, Mary
Baugher and Grace Smith. The committee suggested the Red American
Beauty rose as class flower; Maroon and Cream as class colors, and "Ad astra
per Aspera" (to the stars through difficulties) as a class motto. The sugges-
tions of the committee we adopted by a unanimous decision.
The selections made deserve careful notice. Especially do we think so
in the selection of the motto. The motto is significant of the attainment to
which this class is determined to reach even though this height must be reached
Sixly-tTl'O
•IiCC
through struggle. Each member is a tirm adherent of the philosophy that
"Struggle begets strength." Upon this small band of seven rests the responsi-
bility of planning the product of the next "Etonian." Because of the small
class each member bears an equal share of the great task.
The class is made up of members whose interests radiate in the field of
world activity. Two members of the class represented the college as delegates
at the International Student Volunteer Conference which convened in Indian-
apolis, Indiana, December 28, 1923, to January 1, 1924. The president of
the class, whose interest inclines him to the sphere of international problems,
was a member of the debating squad. The question for debate which is of
world-wide interest, "Resolved, that the United States should enter the World
Court as it is now constituted," received quite a bit of his attention. By his
adept ability in argumentation he was able to help win the debate in which our
school met Ursinus College.
As the Junior class approaches the border line of the last year of the
course, the members can look upon the past three years of college work with
cherished recollections and upon the year yet in the future with resplendent








Our loved, our honored, much respected class
To thee each friend his homage pays.
Our fondest hope, thy name's esteem and praise.
Willi honest pride we scorn each selfish cud;
Td thee we sing in simple college lays
Thou honored class, to all thy children dear
Through high ambitions strong, in wisdom's ways
Canst thus through courage taught by thee
The faithful guide in life's remotest sphere.
February breathed loud with joyous treat.
When we all bade our president God-speed
To (Jrsinus the World Court to defeat.
The affirmative felt well his power:
When at the beginning of the hour
He proved his country would not condescend
To reject her ideal and her power.
Hoping the while to gain a better end
And not be entangled in the new-formed trend.
And one there is who has long been known
As a teacher in the rural school.
The expectant wee ones now are grown
Who always obeyed her golden rule.
Another, our editor ever alert.
Wakens the school spirit to alumni and friend.
Widening the circle of our college band
Sending the news to all nations and lands.
Thus we gladly here our services lend.
Our only jester is of stature small.
Yet he controls with whim and cheer
Lads wlio wend their way to Fan-view Hall
To dwell in luxury throughout the year.
Another, priestlike, reads the sacred page,
Proclaiming truths without dread or fear
As dill of old philosopher and sane:
Even here doth eupid with his wily dart
Scud Ids arrow through the lovers heart.
She who in her quiet modest way.
Makes friendship's tie more sweet and sacred grow.
Where willing Service ever has its sway.
Again there's one whose heart will ever glow.
When heathen mothers come their burdened way.
In weary search for life's bright, joyous, morn:
Thy praise. (> class, shall through the ages ring
As to the world thy children bring
Bright gems of service that shall life adorn.
(I. he who lent his ever ready ear
To problems such as here could e'er be found :
Spoke words that brought to us both hope and cheer.
He guides us with such principles sound.
That makes us quite forget our labor and our toil.
Who bids our minds to search the higher truth.
That no false teaching may our ideals foil
As we reason with messages quite uncouth.
Endeavoring to honor our native soil.
ti happy class where group like this is found
(> wondrous joys, delights beyond compare,
We've toiled much this busy fleeting round.
And wise experience bids us this declare
If college a draught of joyous pleasure spare.
Our cordial in this ever busy life,
'Tis when a loyal, noble, honest youth
In high ambition ventures forth through strife.





















(Front Row) (Rear Row)
Margaret Wiest John Pfautz
Frances Musser Russell Hackman
Lester Rover Dorsey Butterbaugh




























Only a Sophomore! This expression is often heard on the halls, but
the people that say it must remember that it was not so very many years ago,
that they were only Sophomores themselves. Our greenness has worn off
quite a bit and we are better able to withstand the bumps that come our way.
The class of '26 was the tirst class that organized and adopted a con-
stitution in the Freshman year. The consent of the faculty for this organiza-
tion was secured, and accordingly the Freshman class met on January 5, 1923,
and elected officers. These officers held their office until January, 1^24, when
the class was re-organized.
The historian and photographer hold their offices for four years, but a
new photographer was elected this year as the one who held the position last
year was elected President, and no person can hold two offices at the same
time. Russell Hackman was elected the new photographer.
These officers are very well qualified for their positions. The President
graduated from York Academy with honors, and has shown his abilities
since his stay on College Hill. He takes a prominent part in all school activi-
ties and also plays on the Sophomore Basket-Bail team. The Nice-President
hails from Lebanon County, and she certainly puts that county on the map.
She has marked abilities not only in the class room, but also along musical
lines. The Secretary of our class is also titted for her work as she has had quite
a bit of experience along sercetarial lines while in High School. The Treasurer
is one who is accustomed to handling money as she is treasurer of several or-
ganizations on the Hill, and we are sure that she can very ably take care of our
funds.
The other members of our class also have great abilities along several
lines. Our representative from the west can give first hand information on the
western farmer's situation and other problems that arise in Economics class.
Several members of the class are taking the Commercial Course and are apply-
ing their training by managing the College store and teaching in the Prepara-
tory Commercial Department. One member is now substituting in a High




Every one worked very diligently last year, so we as a class did not
have many social functions last year, but those we did have are worthy of
note. In May, 192 3, we went to Dublin Gap in Cumberland County for our
first outing. We went in three automobiles and had a very delightful trip. Al-
though it rained later in the day, the rain did not hinder us from having' a good
time.
In November the Sophomore class had its first social for the year 1924
at the home of Mary Strickler. The class was conveyed to her country home
in automobiles. The evening was spent very delightfully in playing games
and listening to music given by members of the class. The delicious "eats"
proved to us that we were in the country. Every mouthful had the savor of
good old-fashioned country food. Several of the underclassmen served the
refreshments. Professor and Mrs. A. C. Baugher and Mrs. Campbell were our
chaperons. We decided that we could not have had a better time, and went
back to the Hill wishing that the season would bring forth many more socials
of the kind.
The second social was held in February at the home of Frances Musser.
This was another case of going to the country for a good time. In short the
social was just what everyone tried to make it, and I will assure you that every
one did his best to make it the success that it was. The same can be said of the
eats at this party as was said of those we had at the first one. An interesting
feature of the evening was a German recitation given by our class advisor, Pro-
fessor A. C. Baugher. Mrs. Baugher and Miss Yourdon were our chaperons.
We all went back to the Hill feeling that the night had brought forth all that
was in store for us.
Since the class of 1926 was the first class to enter Elizabethtown Col-
lege since her standardization, it has set several standards that are worthy of
note. It was the first class to have a class constitution, and it was also the first
class group to be composed entirely of students of College standing. Keeping
in mind the motto of the College which is "Educate for Service" and the motto
of the class which is "Aim Straight," and adding to these mottoes the virtues
of our class of 1926, this class will long be remembered by those who suc-
ceed us.





































(Front Row) (Third Row)
Etta Roop Mary Ream
Frances BuDahn Wm. Sweitzer
Earl Heefner Eli Engle
Amnion K. Ziegler Aaron Breidenstine
Alverda Hershey Emmert McDannel
Mary H offer Arthur Eshelman
Clarence Givler
(Second Row) Emma Garber
Martha Zercher
Mabel Eshelman (Rear Row)
Mary Ilgenfritz E. Paul Nedrow
Bertha Zook Paul Groff
Myra Hess Wilbur Cassel
Eleanor King Alvin Wenger
Dorothea Mehring Ralph Clopper
Pauline Greene George Ruth
Eileen Hess Paul Kreider
Ralph Leiter
Flovd Herman ( ... .
.,,,.. (Not preser
Paul Hem ) v v

















The veil of eventide was slowly obscuring the crimson sky as a crude
craft—the freshies' ship of state gradually but deliberately steamed into the
darkening shadows making' for another port; mingling with the sweet spring
air vivid memories of 'our beginnings' spent so profitably under the shelter of
•ule E-town
!'
That memorable autumn day back in September when the freshies bag
and baggage arrived on College Hill! Meeting '"Roomies," getting acquainted
with the worn path to the dining room; wandering, haplessly and fearfully,
with a feeling of discomfort through strange foreboding halls, desperately at-
tempting to memorize: first, dean's office; second, president's office; third,
treasurer's office; finally, registrar's office-—-then with a sinking, trembling feel-
ing meeting the austere occupants of the above offices, marked the first week
at College. Timidity soon wore off and with a decided rapidity the thirty-two
freshies were assimilated into College. life even trained to the shrill ring of
alarm clocks!
The Freshman Class began with the year filled to the brim, yea even
to overflowing, with vim, courage and enthusiasm. The first step was well
taken in selecting Professor Schlosser to steer the stormy course, and the elec-
tion returns disclosed a capable, efficient body of officers. Wisdom was equally
displayed in choosing the executive and social committees. Then the Blue and
Gold proudly took their place beside the Blue and Gray.
During Education Week the freshmen had the opportunity to tell the
student body, "Why We Are in College." As a result of that Chapel meeting,
as well as many other praise worthy enterprises, they made the others "stop!
look! and listen!" The freshies explicitly display their school spirit for their
new Alma Mater at every available opportunity. It came into full view in the
Etonian Contest. "Shall we enter-" Of course!" lustily came the prompt
reply and as usual—came out on the top.
Next came athletics. Again the class began to shine. Opponents
soon were introduced to the fact that winning games on the part of the fresh-
ies was a common occurrence. One of the most admirable qualities of the
Class is the enthusiasm which fully involves every prospect, not only intellec-
tually and physically, but also socially. The "Green Inning" in which eats
played no small part, was beyond the shadow of a doubt the most successful
social function ever held !
The other classes early recognized the fact that the Freshman Class
was a fine source to draw upon. They are represented on everything from
Student Council to the "College Times!" The class has indeed won distinc-
tion and recognition—a freshie with his bright canary yellow and brilliant blue




The enthusiasm is growing and, as each year takes the Class farther out
into the sea of life, it will continue to expand and develop, making it one of
the most exceptional classes to leave the portals of E-town. The capable body
of officers, the worthy, efficient class advisor, yes every member of the class
has helped to make '2 7 a flaming example of success! The ship of state with
the Blue and Gold floating in the breeze is ready to leave the freshman harbor,




Breidenstine, Aaron G. (Bridy) Our Chorister. A more trustworthy and
cheerful student than Bridy is indeed difficult to find. He is fond of
fruit, especially of Oranges.
BuDahn, Frances L. (Frankie) is our representative from New Jersey, and she
brings to our class the cheer and sunshine of the seashore.
Cassel, Wilbur (Will) Wilbur Bud likes home-made candy and at athletics is
quick and dandy. Success to Will.
Clopper, Ralph (Clopper) Basket-Bail captain of the first freshman team.
Clopper an able general and captain Mus(t)ers his forces whenever
occasion demands.
Engle, Eli M. (Angel) Here's to the smallest but far from the least of our
class. It seems impossible for a head as small as his to contain as many
brains.
Eshelman, Arthur (Esh) is famed for his Chalmers roadster and its speed. He
is seldom seen alone, for others like the car as well as he does.
Eshelman, Mabel (Eshy) Here is one of our basket ball stars. She plays a
fine game both on the gym. floor, and in the class room.
Givler, Clarence (Giv) He will some day play in an orchestra. Appears well
on the platform.
Greene, Pauline (Polly) was instrumental in calling our first class meeting.
"She looks as clear as morning roses washed in dew."
Groff, H. Paul (Groffie or Curly) Here is one of our famous Pauls. Groffie
is captain of our second B. B. team and is a quiet, good-natured fellow,
ever ready to lend a helping hand.
Heefner, G. Earl (Heefner) is a busy youth in the commercial field. Some day
"Lettie" will help him in his business career.
Hein, Paul (Heiny) is another of the freshman Pauls. He is class treasurer
and a good one; for he never forgets to collect our dues.
Herman W. Floyd (Fat) travels much but who knows where? He is at his
post of duty and able to perform his tasks.
Hershey, Alverda (Hershey) is our class secretary. Her frankness has won for





Hess, M. Eileen (Eileen) One of our day students taking the A. B. in English
and History. Her glossy hair clusters o'er a brow bright with intel-
ligence.
Hess, Myra (Hess) Another of our day students. She is a steady and success-
ful worker. We predict rapid progress for her.
Hoffer, Mary (Hoffer) This fair lass hails from Lebanon, the home of honest
labor. She is pursuing the commercial course. Her great delight is an
auto ride.
llgenfritz, Mary L. (llgy) is our youngest member and one of our brightest.
She plans to teach when she reaches the age prescribed by the state
license law.
King, Eleanor G. (Elly) is our representative from Richland. She brings with
her a contagious and oft heard laugh which we shall never forget.
Krieder, Paul (Krieder) This Paul is an industrious youth with his full share
of good looks. These two characteristics will some day bring him to
his goal.
Leiter, Ralph W. E. (Agricola) This is the class "Goliath." His hobby is
chemistry and he is particularly interested in formulas. Ask him what
(NH) stands for.
McDannel, Emmert (Mac) In view of his great learning we cannot resist say-
ing "And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew that one small
head should carry all he knew."
Mehring, Dorothea M. (Dot) finds tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, sermons in stones and good in everything.
Nedrow, E. Paul (Ned) is our representative from New York state. He is an-
other of our prominent Pauls, and his future is assured by his "smile
that won't come off."
Ream, Mary (Reamy) This pretty, bashful maid hails from Palmyra. She is
taking the A. B. in Education.
Roop, Etta (Roopy) plays on the first basket-ball team. She is also vice-
president of Student Council.
Ruth, George (Babe) is our doctor and a very tine one, all aches and pains
must clear out when "Doc's" around. Quiet? Not so, as you would
soon notice.
Sweitzer, William C. (Bill) is the "Samson" of our class, active in athletics
and a good student. He believes that history repeats itself and that
there shall soon be another reign of William and Mary.
Wenger, Alvin (Al) easily forgets the petty cares, the dull grim grind of all the
day's affairs and always takes home a smile.
Zercher, Martha (Mart) and her smile are indispensable parts of the class, we
could do without neither. She, too, enjoys rides in automobiles.
Ziegler, Amnion K. (Zig) is our illustrious president and basket-ball manager.


































"A scholar he is without pretense
With a large amount of common sense"
This energetic young man is another contri-
bution that Maryland has made to our class.
After completing the public school course in
Carroll County. Maryland. Noah came to Col-
lege Hill to Hnisb the high school course. At
first be was content to dwell witli us on the Hill.
lint later decided to go to the town. Mr.
Baugher is a splendid type of the American
young man. who believes in a full developmenl
of all the faculties, mental, physical, social and
spiritual. His greatest sin seems to lie to work
too bard. His favorite recreation is playing
the violin, his favorite author. Edgar Allen Poe,
bis favorite sentiment. "Noise does not indicate
knowledge."
Noah is preparing to enter the Commercial
Held somewhere in Pennsylvania. We send our




"Her modest looks the cottage might adorn,
Sweet as the primrose peeps beneath the
thorn."
Goldsmith.
What shall we tell you about Maude'.' Would
you be interested in knowing that she came
from Franklin County to Elizabethtown to get
her fourth year of high school work? Maude
graduated from a three year high school course
in her home town. We are told that she entered
and graduated from high school with first hon-
ors.
While here at school Maude gained the confi-
dence of our veteran teacher Miss Elizabeth
Myer. whose private secretary she became soon
after the opening of the school year. Miss lien-
edict has decided to return to Franklin County
where she will teach. She has the traits of a
real teacher, and the best wishes of the Acad-









"Teacli ine to feel another's woo.
To hide the fault I sec.
That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me."
;i unique young man who finds pleas-
ure in strolling in the woods, and recreation in
the poetry of Edgar A. Guest. Mr. Brandt carue
from Perry County to Elizabethtown to finish
tlu» Academy Course He seems to put difficul-
ties under Ids feet, using them as stepping
stones to higher achievements. Ira is like some
more of us who seem to flunk it is never too
late to get an education. lie expects to give his
life to definite Christian service in the home
Held. Mr. Brandt says "It takes constant use
to keep good resolutions from rusting." so he
gives Christian service whenever the opportu-
nity presents itself. We predict for him a
happy and useful life.
MARLIN B. BRUBAKER
Palmyra, Pa.
"Art little? Do thy little well.
And for thy comfort know.
Great men can do their greatest work
Xo better than just so."
Palmyra claims the honor of having contrib-
uted this lad to the senior circle. Marlin likes
to argue, therefore he is often found in the
ranks of a heated debate. Never tell this young
man to hurry hut exercise patience and you
will have work done in a most complete and sat-
isfactory manner, for he believes in doing things
well whatever the cost in time and effort. He
is an active and loyal worker in Literary So-
ciety activities. The commercial world needs
more steady and honest young men such as he
wdio are always determined to do their best.









"To those who know thee not, no words ran
paint !
And those who know thee, know all words arc
faint !"
Anna is one of our day student group. She
completed the first two years of her high school
course at Mt. Joy, but came to Elizabethtown
tci finish the course. She is an industrious
lady, you will agree when you learn that her
ambition is to finish the course with not less
than eighteen units. .Miss Anna says the Latin
never bothers her, but the history is awful. In
spite of the awful history. Anna usually greets
you with a smile, and does the talking for her-
self and her sister Ruth.
Anna enjoys her course in domestic science
immensely, but to our dismay announces that
she is going to teach school. We know she will
be successful and will find real joy in her work,





"A spirit as pure as ber's.
Is always pure, even while it errs:
As sunshine, broken in the rill.
The turned away is sunshine still."
Have you learned to know the Kby sisters'?
Most folks know them, but do not know them
apart. Ruth is the quiet one of the two. her
motto being. "An empty wagon makes the most
noise." She came to Elizabethtown in the Fall
of 1922 to join the Junior Class, having received
her first two years of high school work at Mt.
Joy. Upon really learning to know Ruth you
will find underneath her quietness, a deep sin-
cerity which immediately captures your heart.
Who can ascertain just what this young lady
should do for her life work? We can recom-
mend her as a young lady who always does her
work well. When looking for a reliable young






"A rosebud set with little wilful thorns,
And sweet as English air could make her, she."
From her country home in the swamps of
Western Maryland to College Hill in America's
Garden Spot came "Fikie." Four years she
has siient in our midst and in our association
together we have learned to love this lassie.
She, who is so jolly and active—always full of
joy and laughter, is the alarm clock of College
Hill since she is the one who rings the tower
hell calling us from our slumbers and pastimes
to duty and service. She expects to call young
urchins to duty in a small country school next
year. Her interest in children and her ability
in elocution will win her pupils to her. we know.





"Her smile was prodigal of summery shine.
daily persistent.- like a morn in June.
That laughs away the clouds."
liotty is our only representative from Sa-
lunga. Certainly some of you good folks will
recognize her as the little girl who delivers the
tender cuts of meat to you. Saturday morning.
She came to E'town last September to get her
fourth year of high school work. We soon dis-
covered that she was interested in Commercial
work, and conclude that she will return home
and help her father balance his accounts, for a
few years. Betty evidently likes to work,
crowding many dudes into her busy life. But
then,—that is the type of young people our class
is sending out. for we realize that "the world
belongs to the energetic." Betty works off her
surplus energy occasionally by hiking across the
country to her home for the week end. We are
not afraid to send this young lady out into the








This lass of ours, small and demure, lias hid-
den within, a thousand charms which we can-
not estimate.
Is she the shortest lassie in our jovial senior
group'.' Ask us no questions for we are all
aware that the worth of individuals is not meas-
ured in the number of feet and inches to which
they have attained. Measure the height of her
growth with the Golden Rule and then you'll
know wherein her real worth lies. She has
been with us hut one year having come to our
Hill after graduated from the Quincey (second
class) High School. "Kliney" is looking for-
ward with happy anticipations to the little
country school in which she hopes to experience




"A full, rich nature, free to trust.
Truthful and almost sternly just.
Keeping with many a light disguise
The secret of self-sacrifice."
You may search the country o'er hut nowhere
else will you find a girl like Cora. She is a girl
of unassuming intelligence, generosity, and
kindness.—one of those steady and unpreten-
tious girls whom we never hear complaining,
and who seems to have chosen for her motto.
"God first, others second, and self last." Cora
also has a keen sense of humor which often
crops out in unexpected places. When in later
years, you hear anyone telling of woman's noble
work in relieving suffering humanity, please lis-
ten for Cora's name for we know it will be oft









Go mi and on! and prove thy worth!
This life is more than jest and mirth :
To him who Minis both straight and true
A task is open. Come thou, and do!
Have you over seen this personage in your
neighborhood? Wo would not ho surprised for
lie has visited a number of sections as a repre-
sentative of the Volunteer Hand on deputation
work. Have you heard the strains of violin
music on our Hill'.' It may have been Roy's
musical skill that was rendering the melody.
Gifted above many is he. and besides lie has
reigned as Monarch supreme in a little country
school for two years -the only one of our num-
ber wiio has the distinction of having had this
pedagogical training. Avenues for service are
everywhere open to loyal young men of high






"There where turbid waters fall apart
From hidden depths of tangled ooze and mire.
The tall white lily lifts its golden heart.
-Soul, shalt not thou aspire?"
Behold our "city lady" ! Mary thinks it is
safest not to venture too far from home in one's
younger days so we have the privilege of be-
stowing upon her the title.—"Baby of our
Class." although she is as tall as the rest of us.
Her field of service shall he that of stenography
for which field she seems to have a peculiar
liking. It is her interest in this line of work
that has brought her to us for further instruc-
tion after attending a Lancaster High School
and a Business College. We know not where
duty's paths may lead her, hut where'er it he.








"Sweet promptings unto kindest deeds
Are in her every look :
We read lier face as one who reads
A true and holy book."
The lovely Cumberland Valley of Franklin
County has contributed this bit of winsome
womanhood to the ranks of the Senior Class.
She came to us in the exuberant joy of her girl-
hood and we have watched her grow as she
crossed the golden threshold of womanhood
from which she is emerging a true and noble
type of God's highest creation. We have seen
her pass through the transitional period of
lengthening her dresses and putting up her hair.
Fate has been kind to give to our class such
a loyal, cheerful, and true-hearted lass. As she
leaves us now to follow her chosen line of work






"Thanks for the happy people, out of whose
gladness springs.
The truth of a common comfort, the faith of a
mutual cheer
:
Thanks for the heart among us that sings
and ever sings.
Leading the way with laughter, that might have
been dark with fear."
This harbinger of song and mirth is so ra-
diant, so genial, so kind, so pleasing that in-
stinctively you feel that her presence does you
good. Her coming into a room is like a sudden
rush of sunbeams, fl ling the dark corners
with light and gladness.
Mary wrote the words of our class song. She
is a staunch and loyal supporter of all that is
noble, good and true, and we are looking for-
ward to the day when she will sow these same
virtues into the hearts of young America. Her
motto seems to be "A laugh is worth a hundred
groans in .any market." Mary has persuaded
us that this is true. This young lady has more
than one way of getting through life. She may
work, laugh or sing her way through. Whichever
she chooses we are sure of one thing and that






The academy is not the child but the mother of the college. Many of
her sons and daughters are now in the college or in the alumni. Without the
academy or similar institutions, the work at college would be greatly handi-
capped. Hosts of great, useful men declare that it was in the preparatory
schools that they received the inspiration to continue their education and to
prepare themselves for greater fields of service.
Beginning with !923-'24, our Academy has been organized under the
direction of a principal with his special corps of teachers, working under the
regular College authorities. The Academy has its own commencement pro-
gram.
The Elizabethtown Academy offers two four-year courses, the Prepar-
atory Classical Course and Preparatory Finance and Commercial Course.
These courses are planned to prepare students to enter the classical, scientific,
and financial courses of the best colleges and universities of the country.
To prepare for college entrance is not the main purpose of the acad-
emy. Many students do not plan to contune their work in college. For these
the academy days are their last days. The very atmosphere of the school is to
broaden the vision of the student that he can see himself in the proper relation-
ship with his God, his fellow-man, and his real self. We strive to prepare not
only for college, but for life.
The school seeks to impress upon the student that good, honest, hard
work, coupled with an ambition to be of real service, is one of the most potent
factors in developing and fixing character. We realize that there are no quali-
ties of the mind or heart, however fine and brilliant, that can fully compensate
for lack of disposition to do good, honest, persistent work. Work that is done
indifferently or in a slovenly manner is mentally and morally bad for a student,
especially in the years that are so full of habit-forming possibilities.
A proper appreciation of the value of time, ambition, self-confidence,
self-respect, force of will, faithfulness and accuracy in work, love for God and
his services, and honor in all things, are the essentials which the academy seeks
to infuse into the students' training. Many a young man learns only by costly
experience later in life the value of those elements which ought to have been
developed in his formative days—The Academy Days.
To the boy who discerns,
He can never be "it"
Until he develops





A. P. Wenger, Principal











































































































The activities on College Hill are many and varied. Some of the or-
ganizations hind together large groups of students by general bonds of inter-
est. Such are the Welfare Associations, the Literary Societies, the Chorus
Class, and the Student Volunteers. There are small groups also and these do
very effective work. Outstanding among these is our Faculty Quartette which
is being introduced to you as such for the first time.
Student government offers opportunity for developing administrative
talent. Our student council members become alert, careful, and conciliating.
Students furnish cases for adjustment which baffle their famed tact. "OUR
COLLEGE TIMES" challenges the best in literary and business talent.
Debating and oratorical contests promote wholesome rivalry which
functions in hard work and platform enthusiasm. Special treats from the plat-
form occur when great lecturers such as Edgar Guest, Bishop Hughes, and Rus-
sell Conwell give forth of their best stores of thought.
Domestic Science, Industrial Art, Commerce and Finance appeal to
our worthy band of practical people who dare and do. Religious activities are
many and provide an atmosphere conducive to the eager pursuit of worth-












As a College we aim to develop the four-fold life in the lives of our
students. And in so doing we value the training along the domestic side of life
as well as in many other activities.
We are glad to announce that several hundred ladies have completed
the sewing course during the last ten years. The aim of this course is to teach
the young lady how to cut and how to sew her own garments as well as those
of others. Any young lady who has acquired this ability surely feels better
equipped to take up her life work than if she were minus this art.
Our aim shall always be to implant into the minds of the girls the
beauty and the usefulness of the art of sewing. The work that we aim to ac-
complish in our class work is the making of essential stitches and seams and
their application; also the care and use of the sewing machine. Our course
also includes the following: Selection and alteration of tissue paper patterns as
well as pattern cutting; plain dress making; cutting and making of Mouses, sim-
ple one or two piece under garments, and one piece dresses; shopping hints;
shrinking and setting colors in wash fabric; home mending, darning and patch-
ing; the making of simple embroidery stitches, and applications; laundering
of embroidery pieces; making of house aprons, sweeping caps, and fancy sew-
ing aprons; and harmony of dress. The latter enables you to design garments
to suit your own or any one else's individual type and personality.
We also give attention to dresses: style and construction features; but-
tons and other trimmings. After accomplishing these features we feel sure that
every girl has enough confidence to go out into life putting into practice her
knowledge of this course.
Looking at the large exhibit, the class this year surely has gone beyond
the required amount of their work.
Ninetv-tnw
-Ii©G
Sewing and Domestic Science Classes
(Front Row) (Second Row)
EDNA KOSER CORA A. McKONLY
RUTH MINNICH ELLEN LONGENECKER
Sewing Teacher LILLIAN HOTTENSTEIN
SUSAN A. SPICHER HELEN ZIEGLER
Domestic Science Teacher ANNA BERNHARD




It is to this group that the school owes its best music for special occa-
sions, for it matters not what the program may be, this group is ready and will-
ing to give their best to the school. The members of this group are all as eager
for the nights of practice as is the director himself, for it is indeed true that
every one gets a broader view of music and a better training by singing in a
chorus. It likewise develops a taste and a desire for better music. We feel
that there is such a high cultural value in work of this type that no student




(Standing) A. C. Baugher, second bass; Ephraim G. Meyer, second tenor;
Chester H. Royer, first tenor; (Seated) Ralph W. Schlosser, first bass.
The Faculty Quartette
"Make a joyful noise unto the Lord." The note of rejoicing in the God
of their salvation rings clear through all the music of these four Christian men.
All the members of the quartette were students when it was organized in 19 1 7 .
Three of the original members still remain and all are in the faculty. Three
of the four men are preachers and the fourth is director of music in the College.
The quartette seems to have been divinely guided in its choice of songs. Only
such selections as have the purest sentiment and make a universal appeal to
the human heart are admitted into their repertoire. The quartette makes
week-end trips in response to the ever-increasing calls for singing
churches. Thousands of hearers have already been guided to a better







EPHRAIM G. MEYER— Director
A. GERTRUDE ROYER—Pianist





EPHRAIM G. MEYER— Director
A. GERTRUDE ROYER—Pianist




Realizing; the ever-increasing demand for proficient cooks, both for the
sick and the well, the management added a new course to the curriculum. This
is Domestic Science and includes Cooking and Dietetics. The department can
boast of a splendid working equipment for a number of interested pupils.
For those desiring to become trained nurses, for teachers who are in-
terested in the school lunch counter, or for any one who is interested in the
greatest science of all, that of home-making, this course furnishes a splendid
basis. Too much emphasis can not be put upon the proper feeding of the sick
or the undernourished child. The course in Dietetics has been designed to
meet the need that has arisen along this line in recent years.
The interest felt and the results this year were extremely gratifying and
the future growth and success of this department looms large.
"You may live without music, you may live without books;
But civilized man cannot live without cooks."
Industrial Art
Another course added to the curriculum since last year is Industrial Art.
The name vaguely suggests the vast fields of knowledge linked together into
something definite and tangible.
It includes work in reed, raffia, pine needles, wax block-printing, lino-
leum-printing, potato-printing, painting, designing, enameling, weaving, mold-
ing, and research work in the various fields. The research work enlarges one's
vision. It gives one a deeper appreciation of the handicaps of primitive man.
It links the present definitely with the past. It proves that Industrial Art is not
a subject by itself but overlaps various already well established subjects. It
reveals the struggle of mankind to supply his needs. It proves that work is
honorable and labor should be respected. The link between primitive man and
our modern civilization enters into the field of industry, hence the name.
As a course in methods it is invaluable for the teacher who has de-
spaired of profitable busy work or of bridling the pupil who is a trial. For
those interested in Daily Vacation Bible School work it is a great aid. To the
future mothers of our land it presents a splendid "rainy day project."
It trains not only the head and hand but also, we believe, the heart; for
we must feel a certain satisfying of an inward desire to create something useful
and artistic from the commonplace and seemingly useless raw material. Hab-
its of thrift and economy are ever inculcated and the utilization of raw material













Glimpses of Domestic Science Work
I l II
Ninelv-nine
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Homerian Literary Society
On January 26, I'M 1 , the Homerian Literary Society was organized
for all students who are enrolled in the college course. Since then her mem-
bers have been increasing in numbers and this year we have added some espe-
cially tine talent from various sections of the country. These have become
active and loyal Homerians, and it is hoped that those to whom we leave the
work of the Society will ever uphold her colors and live by her motto: "They
can who think they can."
The Homerian Literary Society is undoubtedly a worthy institution in
E'town College. Here we receive some of the best and most valuable training
for present as well as future service. It is here that practical training is realized
in the art of composition, oratory, music, public speaking, parliamentary law,
debating, and in the development of social life. The Homerians are continu-
ally working toward the improvement of the Society. One phase of improve-
ment has been the revision of the constitution of which each member is to have
a printed copy. This is certain to help one to become thoroughly acquainted
with the workings of the Society, and will also insure better co-operation
among the members.
Another innovation was the debates held with Ursinus College, Juniata
College, and Western Maryland College. The first debate with Ursinus was
on the open forum plan which proved to be very successful. The audience
decided in favor of our team in both cases. We are hoping that in the future
the Homerian Society will continue to be successful in this particular literary
work. The question for debate was: "Resolved, that the United States should
join the World Court as it is now constituted."
Homerian Anniversary, one of the chief events of every year, was cele-
brated in April. The address was given by Dr. Klein, of Franklin and Mar-
shall College. Also a special program was rendered at that time.
An essay contest, open to Freshmen and Sophomores, aroused great
interest. The oratorical contest open to all Homerians was held March 2 8.
The orations given were fine productions. This has been a banner year for the
Homerian Literary Society and we hope that all who come after fully appre-
ciate the advantages offered by the Society, and will work for her welfare in
whatever way they can, remembering that "they gain only in proportion as they
contribute.
Occasionally we enjoy a program of a distinctive type, such as was
rendered on February 23. The original pantomime, "Jimmie's Experiences
at School," was presented. John Pfoutz represented Jimmie; Etta Davis, Jim-
mie's mother; Emmert McDannel, Jimmie's father. Lydia Landis, Mabel Bom-
berger and Paul Nedrow appeared as fellow students with Jimmie. Dorsey
Butterbaugh acted as conductor on the train on which Jimmie traveled. A
number of students impersonated certain of our professors who were repre-
















The Keystone Literal} Society was first organized in the Fall of 1902,
two years after the founding of the College. It was then the only Literary
Society on the Hill. In recent years only academy students have been eligible
to the Keystone Society. In 1920, because the Academj was large, and in or-
der to give each member a greater opportunity tor development, the society was
divided into two parts, viz.. the Penn and the Franklin. Although these soci-
eties v ere small, they were very active, competing with each other in oratorical
contests, inter-society debates, etc. In 1923 the Academy diminished in en-
rollment, and it was deemed advisable to merge the two societies into one and
assume the former name of "Keystone Society," which plan was followed.
The membership now consists of forty-eight active members.
The Society was founded with the object of attaining the highest possi-
bilities in intellectual efficiency and character. This promotes the mental,
moral, and social culture of her members.
Programs are rendered every week, every other one being open to the
public. Each member has the privilege ol serving .1 number of times on these
programs. This gives training in public speaking, reading, debating, and gen-
eral oratory. Here also is an opportunity tor the development of musical
talent, since both vocal and instrumental music are features of the programs.
By the practice of parliamentary law in every meeting a good knowledge of
this is acquired by every student, which also is a great asset.
The motto of the Society, "Excelsior," which is expressive of her high
standard, has been made practical and the results can only be measured by
observing the achievements of those who have gone out into the public ser-
vice of various types.
The following program, which was given on January 12, 1924, is typi-
cal of the various programs given throughou; the year:
Song, •Long, Long Ago'* Society
Inaugural Address, "The Betterment of the Society" Robert Meckley
Vocal Duet, "O! Xazarene" Man Snyder and Helen Ziegler
Recitation, '"An Order for a Picture" Vera Hoffer
Story of Enoch Arden Lessie Wagner
Keystone Periodical. •The Literary Echo" Lucille Sanger
Violin Solo. "Mate O Mine" Noah Baugher











SCENE I—LAST FALL—TWO FRESHMEN
First Week
Fr. A—Say, 1 wonder if the girls have anything worth while around
here. This is such a small school. It seems to me it's quite slow, too.
Fr. B—Oh, small schools are usually very effective and unique, and
often accomplish the most. 1 heard they have an association of some sort.
A—Oh, that's right. 1 recall I had a card before I got here, asking me
to let them know how and when I expect to arrive so 1 let them know and when
I stepped from the train they had two representatives there with a car to
meet me.
B— Is that so? Well, since I come to think of it, they didn't know I
was coming; so, of course, they couldn't do that for me.
A— 1 heard too, at the end of each week's hard pull, they have an in-
teresting program.
B— Is that so? Well, I'll he glad when Friday comes.
SCENE 2—AT THE END OF A CLEAR SPRING DAY AFTER A V. W.
PROGRAM
B—Let's go for a walk.
A—All right, I'll be glad to.
B—How did you like the Y. W. program?
A—Oh, just tine. Do you recall our conversation last fall about these
meetings?
B—Yes, I do.
A— I certainly have enjoyed them and I know our girls can't help but
derive some benefit from them.
B— If they couldn't, it seems to me they aren't normal.
A— Especially Miss Hollinger's splendid talks.
B—And the readings given by "Peeps" Longenecker and Dot Mehring
and—Etta Roop.
A—Don't you like the way our girls enjoy music, too?
B—No wonder, after they heard Etta Davis and Mary Snyder sing sev-
eral times.
A—And the players are enjoyed so much, especially Mabel Bomberger
and Betty Englar and Margaret Wiest.
B—And Bee Wilhelm, don't forget her.
A—-Yes and the quartettes were enjoyed.
B—Oh, and those lectures by Prof. Baugher and Prof. Meyer and
—
A—And Prof. Ober and
—
B— I heard there are quite a iew good ones in store for us for the re-
mainder of the year.
A—Yes, Prof. Leiter and Prof. Schlosser and Miss Royer's brother
who's a musician is coming too some week-end.
A—And a Miss Kreger, a little Russian girl, is expected too some eve-
ning to play and sing.
B—Say, sounds quite interesting. I think I shall attend every one, if
I am well and can.
Ii£G
Y. W. W. A.
Officers
First Semester Second Semester
President Ada G. Young Ada G. Young
Vice-President Elsie M. Landis Elsie M. Landis
Secretary Beatrice Wilhelm Frances BuDahn
Chorister Mary R. Snyder Kathryn E. Zug
Student Council Officers
First Semester Second Semester
President Ethel M. B. Wenger Vera R. Hackman
Vice-President Mary K. Baugher Etta Roop









Yes, this is 158.





Yes, I'm a member of the Y. M.
The Y. M. awake? Foolish question.
How often we have meetings?
Every Friday evening at 6:30. Come to hear our programs and find
out personally whether you like them. Come and hear several, then let me
know if you think we're awake.
Oh, I'll grant you there's always room for improvement. But
—
Oh, yes, our success is largely due to wide awake committees.
What constitutes our programs 5
Anything we feel is helpful and interesting.
Main speakers?
Well, we've had Rev. Croman from town give a very helpful talk on
"Some Things Money Can't Buy." Mr. Rio Takemaye, a native Japanese now
living at Rocky Ford, Colorado, gave a helpful talk; Prof Meyer spoke very
ably on "Character Building;" Prof. Holler on "Some Things a Man Thinks
About at Thirty-five;" Prof. Ober on "The Importance of Little Things in the
Heart Life;" and Prof. Nye on "Personal Purity."
I guess that's all.
Do we enjoy music?
Oh, certainly, and we have a variety of it—Noah Baugher and Roy
Miller on the violin and Walter Bergey on the cornet.
Then, too, we are often favored with vocal music by the Academy
quartet, Raymond Heisey, Roy Miller, Emory Mowery and Harry Rover.
Oh, and I must not forget our Russian Cathedral Octette consisting of
Francis Barr, Aaron Breidenstein, Emmert McDannel, Rufus Eby, Emory Mow-
ery, Harry Royer, Lester Royer, and Amnion Ziegler. Can you imagine that?
Oh, it was nearly as good as the one from Russia.
Oh, yes!
But then 1 must tell you of another feature of considerable importance.
Dialogues?
Yes, dialogues, that's my next point. You should see and hear Harry
Royer, Orville Bitner, and Milty in a dialogue.
Milty who?
Why Milty Eberly.
You don't know him? My, oh you can't imagine how much you've
missed
!
Yes, certainly we have readings, information classes, debates, im-
promptu speeches, and such like.
You think you'll come Friday evening?
Yes, do, and whatever you do be sure to meet Milty.
Yes, you're welcome any time.







Y. M. W. A.
Officers
First Semester Second Semester
President Melvin Shisler Melvin Shisler
Vice-President Lester Royer Lester Rover
Secretary John Trimmer John Trimmer
Treasurer Aaron Breidenstein ____Aaron Breidenstein
Student Council Officers
First Semester Second Semester
President Daniel Harshman Henry Weiler
Vice-President Lester Royer Sheldon S. R. Madeira











[•"ront Row A. Breidenstein, E. Wenger, I'. Harsbman, M. Snyder, A. Young.
Second Row— F. Barr, II. Ziegler, L. Royer, M. Gibble, I*. Greene.
Rear Row H. Royev, E. Moyer, M. VYiest. XI. Bangher, M. Khisler. R. .Miller.
Second Semester
l l
FiiiiN r Row M. Sliislcr. Prof. A. ('. Baugher, V. Hackman, 1>. Hollinger, A. Young.
Second Row M. Bomberger, <'. Fry. E. Roop. M. Brubaker, c McKonly, M. Martin













Front Row Messrs. Byer, Madeira (Manager), Eshelman (Treas.), Frey (Sec'y)-
Second Row—Misses Wenger, Trimmer, Baugher.
Rear Row—Mr. Trimmer, Prof. Schlosser.
URSINUS VS. EL1ZABETHTOWN
At Ursinus At Elizabethtown
Art. Neg. Art. Neg.
G. W. T. Christman Ralph Frey Elmer S. Eshelman_C. Grove Haines
Howard T. Herber__Webster Stover Warren Bietsch Henry Weiler
John Buyer Sheldon Madeira Esther Trimmer Richard F. Deitz
JUNIATA VS. ELIZABETHTOWN
Afi". Neg.
Elmer S. Eshelman Howard Keiper
Ralph Frey Kenneth Bechtel
Sheldon Madeira Edward Van Ormer






Anions "ie extra-curricular activities none attracted so much attention ^^
nor aroused quite so much enthusiasm on the part of students and their friends
this year as debating. This activity was revived after a year's experience a few
years ago, when the dual debate was held. Our scedule, as indicated, includ-
ed the strong teams of three of our sister colleges. The record which we have
attained speaks well for our entrance into this activity and augurs well for the
growth and development of this work in future years.
Two types of debating were followed. In the Ursinus dual debate,
the Open Forum plan was used. This plan of debating is common in English
colleges and universities. The object, in this type, is to convince the audience
of the merits of the side of the question one is upholding. At Elizabethtown,
Miss Trimmer, and Messrs Eshelman and Bietsch upheld the affirmative; and
Messrs. Haines, Weiler and Dietz, the negative. At Ursinus, the affirmative
was argued by Messrs. Buyer, Herber and Christman; the negative, by Messrs.
Frey, Stover and Madeira. By the mutual exchange of speakers a decision
by the audience on the question was assured and a decision prompted by school
allegiance was avoided. At Ursinus the vote stood 42 to 28 in favor of the
negative, while at Elizabethtown the audience favored the affirmative, 96
to 62.
The Juniata debate and the Western Maryland dual debate followed
the usual American plan in which the question is argued before three judges
and a decision subsequently rendered by them on the merits of the arguments
advanced. The decision in the Juniata debate was 2 to 1 in favor of the affir-
mative. The lateness of the date for the Western Maryland debate prevents
any record of results at the time of going to press.
The successes achieved by our debaters were due primarily to three
things. First among these was intensive preparation and thorough comprehen-
sion of the subject. This was accomplished, in part, by free, open discussion
of the question by the members of the squad in informal meetings of frequent
occurrence. The second factor was the careful preparation of the constructive
speeches and the fluency and conviction with which they were delivered. The
third factor contributing to our success was skill in refutation. It is in rebuttal,
after all, where the actual skill and ingenuity of the debater are taxed and the
facility which our teams displayed along this line made them virtually invin-
cible. Other contributing factors, also, were the faithful assistance of the
members of the squad not on the teams—in discussion, criticism, and scrim-
mage—the careful coaching by the Committee consisting of Professors Harley,
Hotter and Schlosser, and the co-operation and school spirit shown by the
faculty and the student-body.
WESTERN MARYLAND VS. ELIZABETHTOWN












The names of the Western Maryland debaters had not been received at












We believe in a foursquare development of our lives, therefore we are
mindful of a very important side of the square; namely, our religious life.
Five morning's in the week we feast at our school altar, at which times
our teachers give us of their best. The chapel services have been especially
interesting this year and if any of us should stray from the pathway in which
we should walk it will not be because of lack of instruction and helpful sugges-
tions of our beloved teachers. In our chapel talks we receive not only Biblical
instruction but talks on morals and ethics. It is in these chapel talks that we
really learn to know and appreciate those who are giving so much for us.
Every Wednesday evening we have our weekly prayer meeting. Im-
mediately after supper the students assemble in the chapel and engage in a sea-
son of song in connection with our prayer meeting. Throughout the school
year various students take charge of these meetings and we have very many
helpful suggestions given by the leaders, by other students who have been as-
signed various parts and by those who speak extemporaneously. In chapel we
learn to know and appreciate our teachers; in prayer meeting we learn to
know, appreciate, and feel with one another. Here we draw together as one
group of God's children. We feel we gain inspiration and are better fitted for
problems after attending the midweek prayer meeting and that a large vacancy
would exist in our lives if the midweek prayer meeting were removed.
Every two weeks we have Christian Workers' Meeting" and Church in
the college chapel on Sunday evening. The students make the Christian Work-
ers' programs very interesting, educational, and inspiring. The church services
are in charge of college professors, town ministers and others. Many helpful
suggestions for better living have been given in these meetings.
By no means do our religious activities end on College Hill. Every
Sunday groups of students can be seen leaving for the outpost school at New-
ville. This work is greatly appreciated and we feel it is definite work tnward
the furtherance of God's Kingdom here among men.
INDIANAPOLIS CONVENTION
This year we had an unusual experience, an experience which comes
but once in the life of the college student. It was our privilge to hear reports
from the World Student Volunteer Conference held every four years. This
year the conference was held at Indianapolis, Indiana. Our school was repre-
sented by Ada Young, Vera Hackman, Francis Barr, Dorsey Butterbaugh, S. G.
Fahnestock and Prof. R. W. Schlosser who brought back stirring reports from
messages delivered by Dr. Robert E. Speer, Dr. John R. Mott, Dr. Aggrey, Dr.
Sherwood Eddy, Robert P. Wilder and many others. Some of the problems
discussed were "Racial Discrimination," "War" and other vital problems in
the life of today.
There were messengers from Latin America, Africa, China, India, prac-
tically all the countries.
A few of the rare gems received were: "Be still and know that I am
God"—Dr. Kennedy. "America is the optimist, Europe the pessimist"—Dr.
Keller.
Contrasting the whites with the blacks, Dr. Aggrey from Africa said:




Some are for hate, we are for love
Some are for sorrow, we are for laughter
Some are for despair, we are for hope
I
And when the last car comes in we'll have a contribution to bring too."
"Clearer vision purifies the motive."—Dr. Watson.
"The man of power is one who finds out how to translate this power
into daily action."—Dr. Wood.
Our delegates say it was a mountain top experience in their lives and
we, the student body, feel we have received a great help from their reports.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CONFERENCE, LANCASTER, PA.
Every year there is a conference of the Student Volunteers of the Col-
leges of Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey. This year the conference con-
vened at Franklin and Marshall College and the Reformed Theological Semi-
nary in Lancaster. On account of the nearness many of our students were
privileged to attend at least part time.
The following went as delegates from the school: Ethel Wenger, Kath-
ryn Zug, Etta Roop, Margaret Cosner, Mary Snyder, Lillian Becker, Ruth Boyd,
Melvin Shisler, Rufus Eby, and Walter Bergey.
All those who attended felt more than repaid for having gone. The
main theme of the conference was: "What the World Needs" and it was grati-
fying tcf know that not only religious leaders but national leaders are saying
that the need is Jesus Christ and more trust and faith in the infallible Word
of God.
BIBLE INSTITUTE
Once every year we go to the mountain top for a season of refresh-
ing. This annual occasion is the week of our Bible Institute. This year we
had for our main speakers Elder Warren Slabaugh of Bethany Bible School,
Elder C. D. Bonsack of Elgin, Illinois, and Elder James M. Moore of Waynes-
boro. Isaiah Oberholtzer, a returned missionary from China and an alumnus
of our school, gave missionary talks and showed very interesting and thought-
provoking slides on life and conditions existing in China. Kathryn Zeigler, a
returned missionary from India, gave us new visions concernnig the India field.
A few of the striking statements were: "You don't lose what you give
away;" "Sin is to forget God;" "Stewardship began with Adam;" "Jesus
didn't argue, he didn't need to argue, he didn't bring a library to prove his
Deity, he lived a real life that told enough and there is none better, there is
no better witness than our daily life." ".lesus recognized his earthly duty,
even on the cross, because there he provided for his mother;" "Too many of
us ask God to change his plans to please us, rather than to change us to tit
his plan."
We who attended this week of Biblical instruction and missionary en-
lightenment, realize how much we would have missed if we could not have
attended. We were pleased to have many from the local congregations of our
district attend these sessions. The special missionary, Sunday School, and






The Student Volunteers are a group who are very busy in a quiet way
doing their best to be helpful. Among them are found students who are plan-
ning for very definite work in some foreign field; also some who are planning
to work for Christ right at their own doors, serving as home missionaries. All
of these aim to work according to God's plan for their lives.
The Volunteers send out deputation teams to the various churches
which express a desire for their service. The programs rendered consist of
songs, readings, and discussions. The following topics indicate the nature of
the programs rendered: Evangelism, Social Purity, The Ideal Home, Missions,
Stewardship, and Temperance. Those who speak on these programs are de-
vout Christian workers who are full of their messages.
We are quite sure that the Volunteers play a very definite and active
part in our college life. They meet weekly and inspire one another through
programs, studies in missions, and talks received from speakers of broad re-
ligious experience. Prominent among the speakers who have brought rich
messages were C. D. Bonsack, secretary of our General Mission Board; L. S.
Brubaker, traveling secretary of the Student Volunteers of the Church of the
Brethren; and Rev. Downing, a returned missionary from the African Inland
Mission. Members of the faculty, missionaries on furlough, and others have
also given helpful talks.
The Volunteers desire that every student on College Hill may be defi-
nitely enlisted in the Master's cause to the end that the living Christ may be-
come a constant dynamic in their useful lives. They are eager for the closest
co-operation with our constituency in order that the ideals of the Master
Teacher may be extended to the uttermost parts of the world.
Another phase of religious opportunity is the Volunteer library table
on which are found books written by the best missionary leaders, also a number
of magazines and periodicals of great interest to mission workers together with
a large variety of missionary tracts and leaflets.
The mission study book used during the second semester is "Contact
with Non-Christian Cultures." This is a case book on missions and is rich in
examples of problems that daily confront the missionary in applying the prin-
ciples and spirit of Christianity in the lands of deeply rooted customs, ceremo-
nies, and beliefs. The book throws valuable light on the problems that the
prospective missionary will face in the near future and will better qualify the
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Vice-President KATHRYN E. ZUG
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Advantages of the Elizabethtown Plan in
the Business Administration Course
Elizabethtown College thoroughly believes in a practical and theoreti-
cal education. This education is to be so interrelated that it will provide a
strong foundation and a structure which will render service and satisfaction
throughout the Academy life, the college life, and finally the home life of the
student.
For this reason the course offers the following advantages:
1. It assists the student in earning his way through college. He can
finish his college course free of debt.
2. It will help the student to apply his theory by meeting the hard
practical problems. It will give him a different vision of college life.
3. It will help the student to find his life work more readily. He will
not spend thousands of dollars for his education and at the end of his college
course find that he is not fitted for a particular position in life.
4. The college, in close co-operation with business men, will see the
need of business firms, the weaknesses of its students, and adapt its curriculum
accordingly.
5. The business firms in close co-operation with the college will get
in touch with the possibilities of the different students and thus assist them in
selecting the best for their various positions.
6. It will not disorganize the business firms nor the college by mak-
ing an annual rotation.
7. The business firms will be benefited by starting the student in the
lowest position and gradually promoting him to higher positions. By the time
the student is through college he knows the business from beginning to end.
The student will bring back from college new ideas for the advancement of the
business firm.
S. It will keep the student from accepting a position and staying in
the same position without any development to himself or to the firm.
9. It will unify salaries. Firms will pay according to ability and
services rendered. Those who deserve more will get more. Those who de-
serve less will get less.
10. It will keep the student in touch to a mature age with college life
and business life until he is capable of operating a business and passing good
judgment. It will not give the firm green, immature help in responsible posi-
tions.
11. It will avoid embarrassment to the student when he is through
college by starting at the very bottom in his business practice. He takes theory
and practice together.
12. It will make a well balanced product by developing the student
mentally, physically, and spiritually in both his theory and practice courses
until his habits are thoroughly formed.
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13. It will develop in the student body, thrift, ambition, and a vision
of service.
14. It opens to the student larger possibilities and sets before them
the goal to be reached from the very beginning of their college life.
15. The students get in touch with broad-minded business men who
will assist them in college life.
16. This plan is flexible. Any business course may be completed in
three, four, five, six or seven years' time, depending upon the number of prac-
tice courses taken and the time spent in summer session.
Commercial Teacher Training at E. C.
As the vision of our college sages was enlarged they recognized one
of the big needs of the community and of the educational world as a whole—
the need for a training school for commercial teachers. The fact that Eliza-
bethtown College stands for the highest, tinest, and noblest type of religious
and social training makes her peculiarly fitted for the training of commercial
teachers.
Teachers of commercial subjects in high schools reach the one class
of students most likely to need the influence of high ideals and the helpful
guidance in right thinking which the carefully trained teacher can give. Too
often the pupils who come into the commercial department of a high school
are from the poorest classes in the community, in which the idea of money
getting either because of need or of ignoranc is the chief aim of the student.
It is the privilege and duty of the teacher in the commercial course to
lay the foundation for higher ideals; to train the pupil for true, unselfish, and
efficient service and at the same time displace the thought of earning only by
the nobler one of serving well. Most humbly we recognize the difficulties en-
countered in training those who shall, in turn, give training, and we know all
too well that such a task is possible of accomplishment only when all con-
cerned work together eagerly, enthusiastically and prayerfully "toward our goal.
This is the ambition of our Commercial Teachers Training Depart-
ment: to turn from our doors as graduates young people who are thoroughly
equipped in the subject matter; who have strong personalities; who will be
worthy leaders in their schools; who are gentle and courteous in manner and
behavior since they must be examples for pupils at the most impressionable
age; and who are faithful, courageous, and ambitious since they hope to in-
culcate ideals of faith, courage, and ambition in the young lives they influence.
In a word, we hope to train true men and women of high ideals and abilities






is more than a rare privilege for the Class of '24 to have such a dis-
tinguished Alumni to whom we may look as examples in life's activities. We
feel sure that the world would not have discovered some of its best folks and
some of its best offices and positions would not have been tilled had not Eliza-
bethtown sent forth a group of loyal workers who always hold as their ideal,
"Educate for Service."
To you, as Alumni, the school is greatly indebted for making possible
the purchase of the thirty-acre held for recreation purposes and such other
uses as the future growth of the College may demand. This field was pur-
chased by the Board of Trustees in the spring of 192 3 with funds received from
the Alumni Association.
The officers of the Alumni Association for the school year, 1923-1924,
are the following:
President Owen G. Hershey
First Vice-President J. 1. Baugher
Second Vice-President_Eva Arbegast
Third Vice-President_Richard Lawry
Treasurer P. K. Hess
Recording Secretary__Floy C. Hotter
Corresponding Secy Mabel Minnich
Our Teachers
l.iifll.-i <;. Fogelsangev Juniata College, Pa.
Walter K. Gish Edmonton, Canada
.1. Z. Herr and Ephraim G. Meyer Elizabethtown, I'a.
<\ J. Hanft Gorinania. Mil.
E. R. Kuhl Rahway, X. J.
Alice G. Newcomer and K. Mildred Baer Rouzerville, I'a.
H. K. Eby Hollidaysburg, I'a.
Gertrude Miller Chicago, 111.
Jennie S. Via Red Hill. Va.
Emma ('ashman Wampler Hanover, Pa.
Kathryn T. Moyer Collingswood, X. J.
Joseph W. Kettering Blue Ridge College. Md.
Linneaus B. Earhart Philadelphia, I'a.
Grace I. Rowe and Blanche V. Rowe Smithsburg, Md.
Joseph U. Prantz Lebanon, I'a.
E. Merton Cronthamel and Mary II. Crouthamel Souderton, I'a.
Tillman H. Ebersole and Mae Dulebohn Elizabethtown. I'a.
< Irpha L Harshborger lohnstown. Pa.
('. L. Martin Lancaster. Pa.
A. Mack Falkenstein ami Paul H. Engle Philadelphia. I'a.
Rebekah S. Shaeffer W lstown, N. J.
( arrie H. Dennis and Anna E. Miles Elizabethtown. I'a.
Ryntha Shelley Williamsburg, Pa.
\V. Scott Smith Trenton. X. J.
Sara Beahni Chicago. III.
Anna K. Eshelman Manheiin. I'a.
Eva Arbegast Mechanicsburg. I'a.
Irwin S. Goodman La Grange, Mo.
Walter C. I.ongenecker and Henry G. Bucher Annville, I'a.
Supera I). Mart/. Loganton, I'a.
L. X. Myer West Chester. Pa.
Henry Wenger Fredericksburg, I'a.
Martha G. Young East Petersburg, I'a.
Daniel S. Bauin I.ineboro, Md.
Myra A. Ilobn and Anna M. Ilcet'ner Waynesboro, Pa.




Harriet M. Eberly and Kliznbeth V. Trimmer Lititz, Pa.
Nathan G. Meyer Clenville, Pa,
Laura C. Moyer Souderton, Pa.
Horace E. Raffensperger Elizabethtown, Pa,
Anna M. Brubaker and Enos (1. Weaver Lititz. Pa,
Minerva I. Rebel1 Goldsboro, Md,
Nettie Maivpin Elizabethtown, Pa
Emma Ziegler Upper Lawn, Pa,
Anna K. Enterline Rheenis, Pa,
William A. Willoughby Downingtown, Pa
Lois M. Falkenstein New Jersey
Elizabeth Kreider , Lebanon. Pa,
Alta Nunemaker and Witmer Eshelnian Elizabethtown, Pa
Margaret E. < tellig Greencastle, Pa,
Hannah R. Sherman Mye.rstown, Pa.
Elias G. Edris, .Tr N Manchester, Ind.
Mary L Hykes and Ella Steffy Elizabethtown, Pa
Daniel E Myers Dallastown, Pa
Ilda Bittinger Eglon, W. Va
Mabel R. Knhn and Ruby K. Oellig Greencastle. Pa
Esther E. Leister Cocolamus, Pa
Miriam E. Ream Palmyra, Pa
Charles ('. Young Vernfleld, Pa
Louise Trimmer York, Pa
M. Ada Douty and L. Anna Schwenk Loganton, Pa
Clarence Ebersole Newport. Pa
John Bechtel Milton Grove, Pa














W. Shoop—U. B. Mission Canton, China
Oberboltzer Ping Ting Hsien. China
E. Glasmire, Leah M. Glasmire Hordum, Thy, Denmark
Graybill Pruesgatan, Malmo, Sweden
ary Royer Vada, Surat Dist., India
y I,. Smith Sarhassa. Bhogalpur. India
ryn C. Ziegler Anklosvar, Broach Dist.. India
L. Hollenberg Vada, Tbana Dist., India
Schaeft'er Slum Yang, Shansi, ( 'hina
G. Replogle lalalpor. Surat Dist.. India
S. Miller Chanute. Kans.
N. ( 'assel Smedley. Ya.
Our Ministers
*Roy S. Forney East Petersburg,
H. K. Garman and "Holmes S. Falkenstein Philadelphia,
*H. K. Ober and *H. H. Nye Elizabethtown.
*J. G. Meyer and *R. \V. Schlosser Elizabethtown.
S. (J. Meyer and Ezra Wenger Fredericksburg.
Wm. K. Kulp Rockwood,
B. F. Waltz Altoona,
Virgil Holsinger Bellwood,
George Capetanios .... Endieott, N.
John F. Graham Shippensburg,
*I lavid H. Markey ( ienterport,
Clarence B. SoUenberger Glenville,
John R. Sherman lohnstown.
Samuel P. Sumpman Pottstown,
Alvin Brightbill and I. J. Kreider Chicago.


















'Jacob E. Myers Hanover, Pa






h. D. Rose and *E. M. Hertzler Blizabethtown, Pa.
Trostle P. 1 >ick P.laine. Pa.
Edgar G. Diehm Youngstown, Ohio
*I.. W. Letter and *J. H. Gingrich Blizabethtown, Pa.
*.T. I. Baugher and *A. t '. Bangher Elizabethtown, Pa.
*c. H. Royer and Francis H. Barr Elizabethtown, Pa.
Grant E. Weaver and Stanley II. Ober luniata College, I'a.
Harvey K. Geyer Miamisburg, Ohio
Oliver M. Zendt N. Manchester, [nd.
Foster Bittinger Eglon, W. Va
Jesse I>. Kelier Philadelphia, Pa.
•John <;. Hershey North Liberty, [nd.
•Also teachers.
Our Students
Anna Wolgemuth and Sara H. Hover Bethany Bible School. Chicago, 111.
John <;. Rutins rohns Hopkins Medical School. Baltimore, Mil.
Stella (I. Kisser Susquehanna University
Charles Ahele Washington University
Benjamin E. Groff Swarthmore College
Grant E. Weaver and Stanley II. Ober luniata College
( (liver M. Zendt and Arthur T. Mover Manchester ( College
Sara ('. Shisler and Minnie M. Myer Bethany Bible School
Mary Irene Francis Head Nurse, Lebanon Sanatorium
Edwin II. Rinehart Franklin and Marshall College
Esther Kreps Nurses' Training School. New York
Alta W. Heisey Nurses' Training School. Philadelphia
Foster Bittinger ... Bridgewater College, Va.
Jesse I). Kober Temple University, Philadelphia
Richard H. La wry Georgetown University
Emanuel Withers Kirkville. Mo.
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE
Ada <i. Young and Martha Martin
Vera Hackman and Lillian (!. Becker
Francis II. Barr and Lester Royer
Mabel W. Minnich and Kathryn E. Ztis
Arthur Eshehnan and Amnion K. Ziegler
Ethel Wenger and Mary K Baugher
Elsie M. Landis and Esther Trimmer
Emmert Mcllannel and Ralph R. Prey
Melvin Shisler and Amos G. Meyer
Mabel W. Bomberger anil Annie Royer
Our Home- Makers
Elizabeth Eby Byer Brooklyn, X. Y.
Elizabeth Zortman Borthwiek Flint. Mich.
Lydia Heilman and Estella Frantz Martin Lancaster. Pa.
Mary E. Kilpatrick Frenchtown, X. J
Minerva E. Fridy Xew York City
Ada M. Blougb East Petersburg, Pa
Elizabeth Kline Dixon I'arkerford. 1'a.
Hallie Campbell Appel Kinzer. I'a.
Nellie Hartman Shuler Lebanon, Pa.
Ruth C. Hoover lohnstown. I'a.
Carrie Hess Keitz Rothsville. I'a.
Stella W. Buffenmyer Connellsville. Pa.
Lillian Kisser Ebersole
M. Gertrude Fries McPherson, Kans.
Maude P.. Atkinson Toledo. Ohio
Agnes Ryan Geib Manheim, Pa.
Ella Young Kraybill , Mount Joy, Pa
Florence S. Summers Wildwood, X. J.
Mary M. Waltz. P.. F. Waltz Altoona, I'a.
Margaret Haas Schwenk Jersey Shore. Pa.










Ruth R. Hersh West Chester,
" Kelier. Albert L. Reber Lititz.
"l^^flb
Edna I!.
Naomi L. Geyer, Harvey K. (Jeyer Miamisburg, Ohi
Mary H. Crouthamel, E. Merton Crouthamel Souderton, Pi
Grace M. Martin. C. L Martin Lancaster. I
Bertha Terry Buck Brooklyn. X. Y
Roberta G. Kendig Salunga, 1
Esther Falkenstein Hill Philadelphia, 1
Ruth Fogelsanger (Jettel Shippensburg, 1
Verda Eckert Gibble Myerstown, 1
Helen ( >ellig Thomas Phoenix, Ariz
Ruth K. Myer, Lester N. Myer West Chester, I
Inez P.. Winger Washington, 1). (
Mildred I. Harshinan Waynesboro. Pi
Alice S. Markey, David H. Markey ( tentreport, P;
Katbryn Leiter Schaft Baltimore. M(
Maria Myers Pattern Bareville. F
Ruth Taylor Fry Martindale, T
Letha I. Withers. Emanuel Withers Kirkville, M(
Mary ('rouse Good Goodville, Pi
Amy Gibble Brightbill Philadelphia. Pi
Steila Walker Prnbaker Walnut ( 'reek. ( 'a
Eva Myer Roether Leola, I'i
Bernice Witmer Bard Bethlehem. Pi
Ada Eby Haverstick Lancaster. Pa
Lama Hershey Barwick Jerusalem. Palestine
Ella A. Germer Mount Joy. Pa.
ELIZABETHS >WN, PENNSYLVANIA
II
Mamie B. Leiter. La ban W. Leiter
Bessie Rider Harley and Mary A. Groff
Daisy Rider Haldeman and Floy ('. Hotter
11. Orella Dnlebohn and Lizzie M. Landis
Minerva <!. Coble and Lottie Hassinger
Viola Withers Olweiler. Francis Olweiler
Ruth P. Hess, Paul K. Hess
Ada Schwenk. Paul Schwenk
M. Cecile Wealand
Mary I!. Reber and Opal Keener
Rhoda llertzler. F. M. Hertzler
Khoda 11. Martin
Verna Seiders Lutz and Martha O. Brandt Ella Laugher. A. C. Laugher
Commercial
H. H. Lehman Pasadena. Calif.
John H. Stayer Houston. Texas
M. J. Hollada Fort Hill. Pa.
Wm. F. Foltz Columbia. Pa.
J. O. ('ashman Florida
John Z. Herr Brooklyn. X. Y.
C. B. Latshaw Waynesboro. Pa.
Obed E. Krider and Abel W. Madeira Harrislmrg. Pa.
James H. Breitigan and John M. Miller Lititz, Pa.
Isaac Z. Hackman and Paul M. Landis Philadelphia. Pa.
(
'. M. Neff and Andrew C. Hollinger Lancaster. Pa.
W. H. Thomas Bruceton Mills. \Y. Ya.
Win. Barto and Aaron (J. Edris Lebanon. I'a.
Enoch R. Madeira and Miles H. Roth York, Pa.
Reuben F. King Richland, Pa.
G. A. W. Stouffer Chambersburg. Pa.
J. D. Reber and Enos Frey Cleveland. ( Hiio
J. Blaine ( )ber Miami. Florida
Edna B. YVittel Los Angeles. ( 'al.
Ray E. Gruber Hummelstown, Pa.
Henry J. Sehaoft'er Butte. Montana
Isaac J. ( taks and Samuel G. King Reading, Pa.





R. Condry Long Washington. 1). ('
Albert L. Reber Lititz. Pa.
Herbert Dean Rout Landisville. Pa.
Hiram M. Eberly Hanover, Pa.
Edgar D. Long Altoona, Pa.
Henry B. Brandt Manheim, Pa.
Robert Becker Cleveland. ( »hio
Frank S. Wise Philadelphia. Pa.
R. Elam Zug and George ( '. Neff Harrisburg,
Paul C. P. Gronbeck Mechanicsburg,
Walter L. Landis East Petersburg,
Mary E. Rittenhouse Norristown,
Salinda M. Dohner and Pearl Stauffer Chicago.
Anna M. Landis and Lena Landis Rheeius
John H. Heir Salunga.
Xettie L. Wagner York.
Ada F. Replogle Martinsburg
Paid Markley Lititz,
Earl H. <Jisli Harrisburg
Henry G. Hershey Lititz,
Walter Keeney East Berlin.


















S. B. Kiefer and I. E. Shoop
I). L. Landis and Allen A. Hertzler
James Smith and Francis Olweiler
Linda B. Hnher and Frances Ulrich
Paul A. Schwenk and J. Mark Basehore
Elsie Suavely and Hnlda Holsinger
Maliel Lichty and Florence Ream
Ruth Burkholder and Blanche Hege
Mary Wolgemnth and Lydia L. Withers
Susan E. Miller and Blanche Morgan
Anna M. Heisey and B. Irene AVise
Ira R. Herr and Paid K. Hess
Maude W. Reese and Marion M. Reese
Paul E. Zug and Rudolph Ziegler
Genevieve Drohan and Kathryn Kayloi
Annie R. Royer and Laura Frantz
Sallie Mae Croft' and Reha Ream
Pierce Brandt and Louis J. Ulrich
Others
Esther M. Geistweit Elizabethtown, I'a.
Harry D. Royer Ridgely. Mil.
Samuel B. Brumbaugh Roaring Springs. Pa.
Sara T. Moyer Lansdale, Pa.
Daniel B. Hoffman and J. Cram Leiter Smithshurg, Md.
Amanda E. Xissley and Edith H. Engle Elizabethtown, I'a.
Ezra D. Kinzie Troutville, Ya.
Harry H. Reber Reading. I'a.
Fred W. Fogelsanger Chambersburg, Pa.
J. Vernon Good and Alvin Baker Elizabethtown, I'a.
Lottie J. Xies Lititz, Pa.
Jessie M. Oellig Waynesboro. I'a.
Ernest G. Garner Quarry ville. Pa.
Bertha W. Landis Bainbridge, Pa.
J. B. Henry Rheems. I'a.
C. S. Livengood and Russel W. Shenk Elizabethtown, Pa.
P. B. Eshelman Manheim. I'a.
H. B. Rothrock Xewburg. Oregon
Russel E. Hartman Hazleton. Pa.
Harry P.. Longenecker Annvillc. I'a.
Win. F. Christman Harrisburg, Pa.
Fred L. Burgess Blue Jay. W. Ya.
Gertrude Keller Shrewsbury, Pa.
Ava R. Witmer and Martin S. Brandt Elizabethtown, Pa.
Paul Ream Palmyra, I'a.










1 am the fountain of youth; I give all men and women the exuberance
of youth. I am the foundation of a successful life. I am a power ethereal. I
am so necessary to your existence that it is impossible for you to separate your-
self from me. To kill me is to kill your own life, your power to do and to be.
I build up energy and give tone and zest to your body and mind. I
prevent nervous prostration, indigestion, and insanity, as well as all other
ravages of the body and mind. I make you strong. I give you a vibrant body
and a dynamic mind.
I am an angel of happiness. I build up moral qualities and through me
you may attain soul supremacy. 1 teach men to overcome difficulties, to face
grave danger with a smiling face. I develop self-control. I show the value
of clean habits and a pure life.
I do all that my name implies. 1 build up what the drums and tramp-
lings of life's tasks break down. 1 truly re-create the bodies and minds of
humanity.
Come, all ye who are weak and sick in body and mind, and 1 will make
you strong. Come, ye who are discouraged, ye who have no enthusiasm for
life, and I will resuscitate your spirits and invigorate life.











Throughout the school year we have had among the entire student body
a feeling that physical exercise is one of the essential, if not the most essential,
phase in an educational career. Consequently there was a need for the de-
velopment of a proper attitude toward this division of school activity. How-
ever great care has been shown in determining how much exercise is needed
in order to maintain sufficient bodily vigor and at the same time to hold the
scholastic attainment of the individual in the foreground.
The true sportsman will enter into any kind of athletics wholeheart-
edly. By playing the game hard he will obtain the greatest amount of value
in any game, both from a physical and mental standpoint. This is very evi-
dent when we consider any form of group game which requires considerable
co-operation among the individual players to insure victory. In this very idea
there is something that readily can be applied to every-day life.
We believe that every member of a student body needs some form of
physical exercise. Bodily decay and reconstruction are taking place contin-
ually. Therefore if we wish to establish a four square educational platform
we must not fail to take into the structure a well founded conception of physi-
cal education.
We Americans need to stop and step aside from our daily routine of
every-day life and engage in something that will tend to give poise to our bod-
ily systems.
Basket Ball
Long before this season had fully arrived we heard Freshmen, Sopho-
mores, Juniors and Seniors plotting among themselves to decide upon the "sig-
nals" and "passes" which they expected to use during the coming season. The
classes met and organized teams by going through the usual process of substi-
tution and elimination.
Practice began. Unusual spirit was shown on both girls' and boys'
teams. These teams practiced early and late. Even before sunrise we could
hear the steady thump of the basket-ball on the gymnasium floor. If Long-
fellow would be living these days he might have received his inspiration from
these athletes when he wrote and said:
"The heights by great men reached and kept were not attained by sudden flight.
But they while their companions slept were toiling upward in "the night."
Soon a series of games was scheduled and the games were of the type
that would stir the blood of any college tosser. Every team was ready to begin
the game with intense spirit. Every player was out to win. Good sportsman-
ship was not lacking. No matter whether the team won a victory or went
down to defeat, when all differences were settled every player had gained
something for having been in the game.
STANDING OF THE LEAGUE
Lost Won Per Cent
Seniors 1 5 .83 3
Juniors and Sophomores 6 .000





Front Row— Longenccker, Trimmer, <;. Ober.
Second Row —Cosner, II. Gibble, R. Ober, Herr, Landis
Seniors
Fuo.nt Row—Meyer. E. Eshelman, Weiler.
Second Row— Eby, Harsbnian, Bergey, Brubaker.







Front Row—Garner, Strickler, A. Snyder.
Second Row —Musser, Wiest.
Juniors and Sophomores







Front Row—Martha Zercher, Etta Roop, Eleanor King
Second Row—Alverda Hershey, Mabel Eslielman.
I I
Freshmen
Front Row—Wilbur Cassel, Ralph Clopper, Ralph Leiter.




During the fall of 102 3 many of the students turned out for their first
try at baseball. A few among the number however were seasoned players.
Activity in this sport began at once. Opposing teams were chosen at random
for some time in order to discover the nature of the players on the hill. In a
short time Senior, Junior, Sophomore, and Freshmen teams were organized.
The manager saw tit to choose teams that would represent the separate classes
in this sport.
Owing to the condition of the diamond which is now located on the
new athletic field purchased by the Alumni, these games which were about to
be scheduled could not be finished. The baseball enthusiasts helped to grade
and level the diamond which required much time.
When this was finished the season was late and so the games were
called off. A very interesting baseball season is now on.
Tennis
Tennis is a major sport of the school. Immediately after school
opened tennis was in full swing. Every student, whether amateur or experi-
enced, was in the game to win. This was the first year that all the players
could be accommodated. Six new courts were added to the four we already
had. Keen interest was shown throughout the entire season. After a few
weeks had passed tournaments were scheduled. This led to added interest
and competition.
For good, wholesome sport and exercise this game is one of the best.
It is evident this year that students have recognized the fact for the tennis
schedule was entirely tilled when the weather was favorable.
Some of the tournament scores were the following:
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT
Scores int Sets
Flenry K. Weiler fi 5 fi Grace Ober
John Trimmer 3 7 4 Lydia Landis
Earl Heefner Margaret Cosnev
Walter .1. Bergey ft ft Hannah Gibble
Elwood Grimm 1 1 Melvin Shisler
Elmer Eshelman C 6 Walter J. Bergey
Paul Hi'in 3 fi
Ralph Letter 3 2 2
Ames G. Meyer ft ft





Emerson .Meyer (! (! Marlin Brubakei














PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASS FOR TEACHERS
Front Row—B. Wilhelm, M. Cosnor, R. Minnicb (Teacher), R. Ober,
M. Wiest.
Second Row—X. Hoist. A. Meyer. <i. Ober, K. Eby, M. Bomberger.
Hear Row—M. Minnich, E. McDannel, M. Eberly, E. Davis, H. (iibble,


















MAY 30, 8 P. M MUSIC PROGRAM
MAY Jl, 10 A. M CLASS DAY EXERCISES
MAY 31, 2 P. M ACADEMY GRADUATING EXERCISES
MAY 31, 8 P. M PUBLIC ALUMNI PROGRAM
JUNE 1, 2 P. M VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
JUNE 1, 7.30 P. M BACCALAUREATE SERMON













I()—Registration Day. School saddened by the death of Prof. Herr's mother,
wife of Elder John Herr, town.
1 1— First chapel exercises for school year conducted by Prof. Nye—Chapel
exercises now held at 9.40.
12—An enthusiastic (? ) debating class greeted their teacher, Prof. Harley.
1 3—Senior Class reorganized for the year.
14—Ethel Wenger was elected editor of "Our College Times." Elmer Eshel-
man and Phebe Longenecker are her assistants. Out-door Social.
1 5'—Public Program of Homerian Literary Society. Elsie Landis, in the first
Literary Society speech of the year, set forth standards for an ideal So-
ciety.
16— I. E. Oberholtzer, an alumnus, and a returned missionary from China,
preached in town.
1 7—An enthusiastic senior class meeting. All ready to make the Etonian the
best ever.
1 8-—A cool September day.
pi—"We moved from the stars to where we now live"—Prof. Nye's state-
ment in sociology class in showing the order in which the sciences devel-
oped—astronomy, mathematics, . . . sociology.
2o—Rev. Clough of Bainbridge gave helpful hints in chapel.
2 1—About forty new members were received into Homerian Literary Society.
Sallie Groff, an alumnus, entertained the Berean Bible Class at her home
in town in the evening. A treat for the College girls.
2 2—Anna Enterline, an alumnus, had a musical program at the College in the
evening.
2.3—Prof. Ober of town addressed our students in his evening sermon in the
chapel. Laura Hershey, '2 1, and John Barwick of Philadelphia, were
married at the Hershey home in Lititz.
24—Senior class meeting was held at the pavilion.
25—Violin Concert in chapel, by Madam Estelle Gray—Lehvinne—Mozart's
violin used.
2 6—Ideal September day. The campus much in use.
27—Speaking of intuition, Prof. Nye said in class, "Man reasons around the
corner; woman, straight through." A compliment to the ladies in class.
2 8—We were glad to welcome Roy Miller back to classes after a period of
illness.
2 ( )— L. H. Haldeman's moved into Fairview Apartments, having come from
Kansas City in their car. Mrs. Haldeman was in school some years ago
under the name of Daisy Rider.
30—Some of the professors and students attended the lectures given at Harris-
burg by Dr. C. C. Ellis of Juniata College.
One Hundred Forty)
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I I PLAIN CLOTHES HEADQUARTERS
:wmm
Offering garments back of which
we stand with a positive guarantee
of service
—
Offering them at prices that
are distinctly economical because
they are based on the greatest
volume of Clothing business en-
joyed by any Store in Lancaster
county
—
Offering the services of a Tailor-
ing Department for alterations
that is expert to a high degree and
able to give immediate attention
and avoid the usual delays.
°P^s
ain
$30. $32. • $33.50 - $35.
GROFF & WOLF COMPANY
26-30 NORTH QUEEN STREET
LANCASTER, PA.





STUDIO in B. ORANGE ST.
LANCASTER, PA.
J. F. APPLE
Makers of Our School
Jewelry













When you "Say it With Flowers'
Say it With Ours
We Deliver Flowers Everywhere
by Telegram
B. F. Barr and Co.
The Telegram Florist of Lancaster







"My wife is always borrowing
trouble."
"What kind of trouble is she
borrowing now 3 "
"She is afraid whiskers will
again be in style when our little
boy grows up and he will not
have a chance to show the cun-







I I QUALITY—NOT PRICE THE GREAT FACTOR
FULL LINE
CLASS PINS, FOBS, PENNANTS
AND COLLEGE STATIONERY
Write for Samples, Catalog and Prices
UNION EMBLEM COMPANY
VALLEY TRUST BLDG. PALMYRA, PA.
EMORY 0. HASSLER















-Henry Weiler of Lancaster arrived on the Hill and was welcomed
group of A. B. seniors.
The student body was elated over President Meyer's compliment given
in chapel— "If you students are as proud of your teachers as we, your
teachers, are of you, we will be mutually proud of each other this year."
2—Our Etonian Art Editor, Ethel Wenger, is now ready for business. Ruth
Boyd was elected Religious Life Editor recently.
3—A bright, cool October day. Our campus is beautiful.
4—The Ladies' Quartette sang in chapel.
5—Chester Rover, our new College professor, is the proud father of a second
child, James Lowell.
6—A public program of Homerian Literary Society. Sheldon Madeira is
president of this society.
7—A splendid sermon by Professor Nye. One of our patrons, Eld. Cyrus
Gibbel, passed away suddenly.
8-—The Etonian photographer was on the grounds and took photos of our
buildings.
9—One of our former students, Anna Beahm Mow, and husband, together
with a few others, sailed for the India mission tield. Miss Myer led chapel.
10—D. I. Harshman, our Etonian Business Manager, and wife moved into
Fairview Apartments.
1 1—Wra. Kulp and family of Bareville are now located in the Apartments,
and Mr. Kulp is serving as college janitor,
l 2—A Columbus Day Program was rendered by the Homerians.
1 3—The College Outing was enjoyed at Conewago.
14—Our Student Volunteers rendered programs at Salunga and Carlisle.
1.5—Regular Senior Class Meeting; also planning of Etonian work.
16—President Meyer spent the day in Philadelphia in the interests of the
school.
1 7—Prayer Meeting.
1 8—The Etonian stationery is of a tine type.
19—What is the quickest, surest way of getting to the railroad station when
the taxi-driver fails to call for you? Ask Miss Young.
20—Many students away from the Hill visiting. Ethel Wenger and S. G. Fah-
nestock attended a conference for officers of Student Volunteer Organi-
zations, held in Chester.
2 1—Uncle Sam preached to the students at the Sunday evening chapel service.
2 2—Picture-taking Day. The Etonian photographer took a number of group
pictures.
23—Trustee Meeting. Eld. J. W. G. Hershey conducted chapel.
24—Some of our school family attended the funeral of the wife of Trustee
J. H. Keller, Shrewsbury, Pa.
25—The Lancaster County Sunday School Convention was held at Lititz.
Prof. Ober is President of the Association. Social affairs galore in spite
of the cold.
26—Arbor Day Program and Tree Planting.
27—Keystone Literary Society rendered a public program. A number of vis-
itors.
2 8— Eld. A. C Wieand of Bethany Bible School, Chicago, preached in town.
2"'—Rebecca McKonly announced to a group of her friends her engagement to
Francis Barr.
30—Miss Myer is not able to teach on account of illness. Interesting im-





















You can rest assured that when it comes
from the REIFSNYDER MUSIC
HOUSE it's right in QUALITY and
PRICE.
No matter what your purse may be
we have an instrument for YOU.








DAILY CAPACITY 1 75 BARRELS
JOHN B. CURRY'S SONS
Dealers in





Twenty-six East King Street
LANCASTER, PA.
BUILDERS of HOMES
WHO WANT THE BEST
ALWAYS COME HERE
SPECIALISTS
On HIGH GRADE MILL-WORK







make a teacher out of Mr. Meyer
first and a doctor out of Mr. Eby
—now Miss Gihble what do you
think of that? "
Miss Gibhle—SILENCE AND
BLUSHES.
Prof. Nye—"Did you ever
read the book of Hezekiah?"
Miss Lininger—"Yes."
Prof. Nye—"Where is it?"
Prof Leiter
—"Why is the
dark part of a frog egg on the
top'"
Mr. Eberly—"Because the light
side is on the bottom."
Senior—"You'll have to keep





"If you don't, you
won't be able to see."
One Hundred Fortv-six
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} HERTZLER'S DEPARTMENT STORE
*
f
Seasonable Goods on Sale at A 11 Times
5 Dress Goods— Everfast Suiting, Voiles, Dotted Swiss,
'
Batiste, Ratine, Luxatine, Brocaded Crepe, Import-
I ed Pongee, and Nansette.
HOSIERY—EXTRA QUALITY—SPECIAL LINES
New Idea, in Silk, Lisle and Cotton, all Colors for Men,







We have your size in all styles. None Better
J
Get Next To Comfort
*
J




A very stout woman, weighing in the neighborhood of three
hundred pounds had the misfortune to fall while trying' to skate at a
public rink. Several attendants rushed to her aid, but were unable to
raise her at once.
Attendant—"We'll get U up, madam; don't be alarmed."
Woman—"Oh, I'm not afraid at all, but the floor is terrible
bumpy, I'm here to say."
And then from underneath came the feeble voice: "I'm not a
bumpy, I'm an attendant."
THE PENNWAY HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
NOTED FOR ITS "HOME COOKED MEALS"
Luncheons and Banquets Taken on Short Notice
We Cater to Tourist Trade Especially
Annville, Pennsylvania
HARRISBURG, PENNA.
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BOOK AND CA TALOC WORK
RULING AND LOOSE LEAF DEVICES
LEBANON, PENNA.




Lincoln ^j/^ryy*^/y Fordson \
Cars—Trucks—Tractors
"SINCERE EFFICIENT SERVICE"
GENUINE FORD PARTS TIRES AND ACCESSORIES
WE SELL CARS ANYWHERE
ELIZABETHTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
BELL 77—IND. 605-R2













Throwing away your safety razor
blades ! We sharpen them
ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
Piano, Musical Merchandise, Victrolas
Palmyra Music Company
Distributors of
























The Weekly Chronicle [
J. G. WESTAFER & SON
MULTIPLE MAGAZINE
LINOTYPE EQUIPMENT
See Our Press Print and Fold Them
ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
Hopewell Fruit Farms
A. E. REIST, Prop.












Offers to Individuals and Firms the Service of a
well Equipped and Conservatively Managed Bank
OFFICERS
A. G. HEISEY, President I. H. STAUFFER, Asst. Cashier
Allen, A. Coble, Vice-Pres. J. W. Risser, Teller
J. H. EsHELMAN, Cashier Chas. M. GREINER, Clerk
DIRECTORS—A. G. Heisey, Allen A. Coble, H. J. Gish, Henry E.
Landis, A. L. Foltz, Geo. D. Boggs, A. C. Fridy, M. K.




High Grade Walnut, Mahogany, and Oak
Bed Room Suits and Buffets
SHREWSBURY, PENNA.


















1—The Comedy of Errors is furnishing wholesome relaxation for the busy
members of the Shakespeare Class.
2—Elder J. S. Noffsinger, a member of the General Educational Board, ad-
dressed the school.
2— In Social Science Class:
Mrs. Campbell—"Teachers teach for love and marry for money."
Mr. Weiler, very quickly,
—"That's just what's wrong."
3—Splendid temperance reading given in Homerian Society by a junior, Mary
K. Baugher.
4—Temperance lessons of great interest in the Sunday School.
5—A rainy Monday with plenty of problems on hand.
6—The Ministerial and Sunday School Meeting of Eastern Pennsylvania
opened at Ephrata.
7—A number of our professors are attending the meeting at Ephrata. Presi-
dent Meyer delivered the educational address in the evening.
8—The College furnace has become unfit for use.
9-1 1—No school work; efforts to repair the furnace.
12—An Armistice Day Program in the morning. The Faculty Quartette made
its first public appearance for the year.
13-15—No school work. A new boiler being placed.
16—The Russian Sextette delighted a large audience.
1 7—Full school work, trying to make up for lost time.
18—Kathryn Ziegler, ,08, returned missionary from India, addressed town
Sunday School. Lovefeast was held.
19—Revival services began in town; Professor Ober is in charge. The Fresh-
men gave a good Educational Week Program.
20—Etta Davis represented the Sophomores in rendering several vocal selec-
tions at our chapel services.
2 1—The juniors made a splendid contribution to the work of Education Week
by the talks given on "What 1 Have Found in College."
22—Phebe Longenecker's reading, "The Teacher's Woes," delighted our stu-
dent body. Was she talking out of experience?
23—Two great musical events: Morning, Faculty Quartette sang "Crossing
the Bar;" Evening, Filipino Quartette.
24—Amy Gibble of Harrisburg, was married to George Brightbill.
2 5—Most of our number attended the revival services in town.





J. W. G. HERSHEY, HENRY R. GIBBEL
President Sec'y- and Treas.
Incorporated September 1 7, 1 888
LITITZ AGRICULTURAL
MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
LITITZ, LANCASTER CO., PENNA.
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FINE WELT and TURNED SHOES
MRS. AUGUSTA REBER & SON
(SUCCESSORS TO FEY SUPPLY CO.)
WHEN IN LEBANON
Be Sure to Visit





Made to Order Bonnets, Wire Frames, Buckram Crowns,
Braids, Trimmings, Lining, Silks, Brussels Nets, Bridal
Illusions, Mechlin Nets, Tarlatans, Organdies, Mouseline.
214 SOUTH BROAD STREET
LITITZ, PENNSYLVANIA /









We make a specialty of
Publications—Weekly or Monthly
FOR SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, ETC.
With two Cylinder Presses, Three Linotype Machines,
Folder, Stitcher, Etc.
Our plant is equipped to do just that kind of work in a satisfactory
manner and at the right price. Our "city equipped print shop in a
country town" accounts for the interesting prices. Let us quote you
on your publication or any other kind of Book Work.
THE BULLETIN
JNO. E. SCHROLL, Proprietor MOUNT JOY, PA.
This Bank Does a General Banking Business, Commercial
and Savings, Pays 4 Per Cent On Savings Accounts







THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
MOUNT JOY, PENNA.
THOMAS J. BROWN, President J. S. CARMANY, Vice-President
R. FELLENBAUM, Cashier
CAPITAL $ 1 25,000.00





1—Many of our school folks attended the revival service in town, conducted
by Professor H. K. Ober.
2—Many churches observed this Sunday as Golden Rule Sunday. Special
offerings were lifted for the German sufferers.
3—Back to work after Thanksgiving vacation.
4—Some of the Etonian Staff members heard Hon. W. J. Bryan lecture in
Lebanon.
5—A daughter, Martha, was welcomed into the home of Professor I. S.
Hoffer.
6—Leland Brubaker, traveling secretary of the United Student Volunteers
of the Church of the Brethren, visited our school and spoke in chapel.
7—Rev. Brubaker brought us another rich message.
8—Edgar Guest, the American poet, greeted a large audience in the chapel.
All were delighted with his readings and with his informal narration of
incidents which led him to compose his poems.
9—Special services were held at Newville, the first since the remodelling of
the house.
10—A senior class song is being prepared.
1 l—The Anniversary Program, postponed from November 13, was rendered.
Judge Johnson of Harrisburg and Professor Hoffer were the main
speakers.
1 2—A day of extras—an extra delegate to Indianapolis elected, extra evening
activities.
1 ^—Preparations for Christmas are much in evidence.
1
4—The first snow fall of the season.
15—Preparations for special social affairs.
16—Election of Sunday School teachers and practice for Christmas programs.
1 7—Formal Tea enjoyed by the A. B. and B. S. seniors.
IS—Who will be among the Intercollegiate debaters? No one can tell what
a day may bring forth.
19—Thirteen entered the try-out for the Intercollegiate Debating Team.
20—A splendid exhibit of industrial arts work was given in the sewing room.
The basket work is exceptionally varied and beautiful.
2 1—Citizens of town were awakened by the sweet carols of a group of about
twenty-one College folks. The music was much appreciated.





To Meet the Most Exacting Taste—
A
Variety of Styles and Color Combi-
nations; A Full Assortment of Sizes.
For dress or play
—
Skeezix is a shoe
that gives the utmost satisfaction.
Happy, healthy children wear them,
little feet are never cramped, for Skeezix
shoes are built roomily, with plenty of
"breathing space."
Come in and examine them! Notice
the character of this shoe, the work-
manship, the leather, the stitching, the
flexible sole, the Puritan welt— all of
which combine to produce a stylish,
comfortable, durable shoe—yet the
price is low because of quantity pro-
duction.
These shoes are in great demand by
mothers who see in Skeezix the solution
to their children's shoe problems.
Many styles, handsome colors and
color combinations.
SOLD BY REPUTABLE DEALERS EVERYWHERE







THE BEE HIVE DEPARTMENT STORE
"SOMETHING NEW EVERY DAY"
We strive to give service just a little Better than someone else
Full Assortment of Dry Goods—Hosiery—Laces—Belts
and Purses, Etc., Etc.—Sanitary Grocery Department
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I GUNZENHAUSER'S TIP TOP BREAD I
{ Makes Tip Top Toast (
I Test its taste just once, and you'll then and there join the army of tiptoppers
Delivered Daily lo All Parts of Town
H. S. DAVELER ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
j
" HERSHEY' S SUPERIOR
j
: ICECREAM" s
• It's Pure and Clean \
{ HERSHEY CREAMERY COMPANY (
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2—School work begins at 1 o'clock.
Students returning from a joyous Christmas vacation.
3—Full program today. Familiar expression on the hill is, Can you get back
to work ?
4—Interesting program in the Welfare Societies this evening.
5—A number of suggestive New Year Resolutions were given in the Home-
rian Literary Society.
6—Sunday School, Christian Workers and all church services in town today.
7—No blue Monday today. The climate is too cold to become melancholic.
8—One of our number, Mr. Samuel Fahnestock, was elected to the ministry.
We wish him God's richest blessings.
—Programs for semester exams posted. This is interesting reading mate-
rial at present,
in—Professor Leiter, the head of the Biological department, was taken ill
suddenly,
l l—Open forum debate in Homerian Literary Society on the "World Court"
question. Preliminary tests today,
l 2—An interesting program was given in the Keystone Literary Society.
1 5—An inspiring sermon was preached in the College Chapel by Prof. A. P.
Wenger.
1 4—The first day of semester exams.
1 15—Students discovering how little they are able to recall.
16—Teachers finding out many things they never knew before.
1 7—Examinations continue.
18—The illustrated lecture by Dr. Squire on "The White Mountains" was en-
joyed by the College family and friends.
1°.—President Meyer resigned his position as president of the College.
20—The opening services of our annual Bible Week were held in town. The
sermon was preached by Bro. J. M. Moore.
2 1—The Chorus Class gave their Cantata.
22—Interest increases. I. E. Oberholtzer gave an interesting illustrated lec-
ture.
23—Interesting address by Bro. Slabaugh on the subject of "Wealth."
24—Large crowd attended the services today. Bro. Bonsack interesting.
2 5—Closing day of lectures. Special programs tomorrow.
26—Education program. Wonderful lecture by Bishop Hughes on "Perils of
Knowledge."
2 7—Sunday School program—Wonderful address by Bro. Bonsack.
College chapel tilled to overflowing.
2^—Registration day. Welcome to the new students. Classes begin at 1
o'clock.
29— Illustrated lecture in chapel demonstrating to the farmers the proper
method of preserving their dairy products.
30—Did you hear the noise on second floor of Alpha Hall last night? Five
girls slept in one room.
3 1—The debating squad visited Franklin and Marshall College




HEADQUARTERS FOR PLAIN CLOTHES
MISSIMER AND YODER
"The Home of the Plain People"
14 SOUTH QUEEN STREET LANCASTER, PA.
MEN'S PLAIN SUITS
In Readxi-lo-W ear or Made-to-Measure
You will find them here at lower prices
and better qualities than elsewhere.
The Suits are Cut and Tailored to Fit.
We always carry a full line of Piece
Goods by the Yard and for Our
Made to Measure Suits.
L ...
ALSO A FULL LINE OF
Men's Hals, Overcoats, Raincoats,
Cellars, Hose, Shirts, and a Line of
Men's Furnishing. For Ladies' We
Have Bonnets, Bonnet Nets, Ribbon,
Covering Material, Crowns, Frames,
Etc.
THE LOCK THE LOCK
THE RELEASE
PUSH THE KNOB
SPECIAL:—LADIES' COATS IN BLACK AND BLUE
Standardized Suits at very low prices
Boys' Suits, odd Pants for Boys and Trousers for Men—Overalls for both Men
and Boys. A full line of Conservative Suits. Come and be convinced.








31 3 Market Street HARRISBURG, PA.
JOHN B. SHENK, President J. G. GRAYBILL, Cashier
KEYSTONE NATIONAL BANK
MANHEIM, PENNSYLVANIA
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS $ 375,000
TOTAL RESOURCES $1,800,000
FOUR PER CENT INTEREST PAID
OUR TRUST DEPARTMENT
CAN SERVE YOU AS






A Fully Standardized College
Regular A. B. Courses, B. S. Courses, Professional
Courses, for Teachers, Finance and Commerce




Advantages At ElizabethtoWn College
A beautiful College Campus overlooking town.
A safe place for young people to be in school.
An ideal environment to inspire.
Expenses moderate: much lower than in many institutions.
Industry, thoroughness and thrift emphasized.
Best methods employed by teachers.
Faculty members got their training in the following universities:
COLUMBIA, HARVARD, CHICAGO,
LELAND STANFORD, Jr., AKRON,
PENNSYLVANIA, JOHNS HOPKINS,
OHIO STATE, AND NORTH WESTERN.
1
SUMMER SCHOOL OPENS JUNE 16, 1924
FALL SEMESTER OPENS SEPTEMBER 8, 1924
One Hundred Sixty-three
!£:-
Intl. riitnif 659-L lifll IMitnic 52-3
BECK & COMPANY
Snccessor to T. S. BECK & SON
Funeral Directors
DEALERS IN
Furniture, Rugs, Sewing Machines,
Phonographs and Radio










Bell Phone 8-R-3 Open Evenings
Circulation 2<hio — Good Adv. Medium
"The Ephrata Review"
('HAS. S. YEAGER, Proprietor
EPHRATA, PA.
JOB WORK OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION










TO GET THE RIGHT
CLOTHING




Miss Horst in Biology said:
"They have four pairs of two
each."
YOU KNOW IT
The man who always wants
To please his wife
Is surely gonna lead
A busy life.
One Hundred Sixty- four
:co
CONGRATULATIONS
To you, the graduates of the 1924 class, we extend our best wishes.
May health and prosperity be yours, is our sincere wish.
May the good which you have received from your Alma Mater help
you to be successful in life, and may you always strive to accomplish
/ greater and nobler deeds. Always remembering that every good and
v perfect Gift comes from Him above, and that we must not depend up-
'
on ourselves alone to fight the great battle of life.
I And now as you are about to leave your Noble Institution and go out
j
into life, SOME HERE AND SOME THERE, always remember
;
your Creator, your parents, your friends, your Alma Mater, and also
J the REIFSNYDER HOUSE in case you need a fine musical instru-
; ment. We shall be pleased to serve you to best of our ability. Again





"Lancaster's Leading Music House"





II—Miss Landis and Miss Trimmer are at home to their friends at No. 107-108 Fairview Apartments.
2—Are you superstitious? We had sunshine all day today so the ground-hog-
must have seen his shadow. Six weeks more winter.
3—Elder Hertzler preached in town. An unfailing remedy for the "blues"
presented.
4—Prof. Nye spoke to the Volunteers on the subjects "The Greatest Mis-
sionary of the New Testament next to Christ."
5—What beautiful scenery! The trees are most wonderfully dressed in new
garments of snow.
6—Hurray for the winners in basket-ball. The seniors are ahead.
7—A few of our Sophomores motored to the Milton Grove High School and
enjoyed a program of high type.
8—Rev. Downing, a returnd missionary from British East Africa, gave an
illustrated lecture in chapel.
9—A bright, mild day. A number visiting over the week end.
10—A beautiful morning snow fall.
1 1—Our junior faculty are having a good time on the campus.
12— It is still snowing. Traffic is almost at a stand still. We hope it freezes.
We want a sleighing party.
lj—The Freshmen and Sophomores meet in the final game of basket-ball.
The Freshmen were the victors.
14—Valentine School party—Miss Ruth Minnich announced her engagement
to Mr. Forrest Henning at a gathering in the Landis and Trimmer Apart-
ment.
15—Miss Mabel Minnich is enjoying the best wishes of her many friends for
many more happy birthdays.
16—Prof. Hoffer spoke to the Young Men's Welfare Association on the sub-
ject "Some Things a Man Thinks of at Thirty-five."
17—The delegates of the school attend the convention at Franklin and Mar-
shall College.
1 8—Report from the delegates of the convention. If we may judge from their
report they enjoyed a spiritual feast.
10—An old-fashioned snow storm.
20—Regular school work. Girls' game in basket-ball this evening.
21
—
Inter-collegiate debate on the open forum plan with Ursinus College.
Both teams with two E'town representatives won.
2 2—Program in the morning to celebrate the day. Vacation the remaining




J. K. FREYMEYER PROP.
33 E. PARK ST.
ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
YOU NAME IT WE BAKE
FOR ANY OCCASION
Bread is not a small thing, since on it depends the
health and welfare of your entire family.
Perhaps you, yourself, have tried baking because
you've believed that was the only way to get bread of
absolute purity and goodness.
Our modern plant equipment with the latest Elec-
trically driven machinery and steam oven, insures your
getting a quality loaf of Bread made under sanitary
conditions.
Our Harvest Bread is satisfying the hunger of
10,0' (i people daily. It will satisfy you. May we have
the privilege of serving you?
Try the New Loaf, "Freymeyer's Special Maid"
rich in quality, and sweet in flavor.
Eat all you like of it. Let your children eat all
they like of it—and you will be richer both in health
and purse.
Our salesman who passes your door daily, will be




















Water Systems, Pumps, Electric Light Plants,
Electric Washing Machines
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS, FURNACES, ROOFING PAINTS
C. B. WITMER
BELL PHONE 16-R-2 ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
TRY HERR'S HOME DRESSED MEATS
AT STALLS 9 and 10
Central Market, Lancaster
or at Shop in Salunga
ONE GRADE ONLY—THE BEST
IRA HERR SALUNGA, PA.
WHY NOT
LET BOGGS SERVE THE BANQUET
FOR THAT CLASS REUNION?
No parties too small or too large to receive our personal
attention. When better banquets are served, Boggs
will serve them. Sample menus with prices cheerfully
furnished.
THE KENNEWOOD









The Class with a Unique Beginning
a Glorious Present




CLASS OF " '24 "
THE JUNIORS
l
| Irtliamj Mxbk ^rljoal
f
A Theological Seminary and Training School
j
Urges College Students to Consider
The Call and Claims of Religious Leadership
is the Held of paramount importance for the investment of their train-
ed capacities. Spiritual ideals are basic in our civilization. The pro-
motion of them demands the finest quality of preparation for the
ministry, missions, religious education, and Bible teaching.
Toward larger vision and effectiveness in religious service we of-
fer courses in the following departments:
Old and New Testament Languages, History, and Literature
Doctrinal Theology Practical Theology Church History
Sociology Ethics Religious Education Missions
THE TWENTIETH YEAR OPENS OCTOBER 6, 1924
Write for a catalog and complete information
BETHANY BIBLE SCHOOL, 3435 Van Buren Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
One Hundred Seventy
|£C-
If it's the question of feed; the best of all kinds; call at our
warehouse where you will find them at the right price.
Especially the Purina Dairy and Poultry Feeds; sold in
checkerboard bags only; also remember that we do all
kinds of hauling.
J. L. HEISEY & SONS
RHEEMS, PENNSYLVANIA
HEATING AND PLUMBING




FACTORIES AT DISTRIBUTING POINTS
Annville, Pa. Chicago
Lebanon, Pa. St. Louis
Middletown, Pa. Pittsburgh
Elizabethtown, Pa. Philadelphia
Palmyra, Pa. New York
THE








2 3—Our prospective janitor, Mr. Garner, has bought a home near the College.
2 4—Prof. Holier gave a helpful talk in Sunday School. _j\
25—Miss Hollinger opened the series of chapel talks on chaperonage.
26—Mrs. Campbell gives a rousing chapel talk on chaperonage. The students
give a standing vote of approval.
2 7—Prof. Hoffer closes the special chapel talks on the subject of chaperonage.
Sophomore party at the home of Frances Musser.
2 8—Special chapel service by Prof. Wenger.





—"Summer is coming, and springtime is here." There are robins, blue-
birds and black birds on the campus.
2—Church services in town today.
3—Miss Hollinger asks the students to think more seriously on Africa.
4—Mr. Fahs, a representative of the American Book Co., was with us today.
5-—Prof. Chester Royer is eager that we make the proper use of our talents.
6—A lecture by Dr. Conwell entitled "The Jolly Earthquake" was enjoyed
by the school family.
7—The musical department gave a public program. Excellent talent was
displayed.
8—A program of note was given by the Homerian Literary Society.
9—An interesting sermon was preached by Prof. L. W. Leiter in chapel.
10— It isn't raining rain or violets, it is raining snow and slush.
l l— Interesting address given by Dr. Miller on the subject of health.
l 2—Prof. Schlosser encouraged us to think wide-deep-and high.
Our janitor, Mr. Kulp, moved.
13—Many students attend the H. S. play "Spring time" in the town hall.
14—Intercollegiate debate with Juniata College. Ray for Elizabethtown.
Results, 2 in favor of E'town; 1 for Juniata.
15—Snow flakes are flying and spring birds are singing.
16—All church services in town today. Sermon preached by Prof. H. K.
Ober.
17—Today we have the "wearing of the green." Part of chapel period was
used in thanking the coaches for their faithfulness in aiding the debating













The Big New Modern Store Offering Un- f
excelled Varieties of High Grade Mer- f
chandise in the Way of Apparel for Men,
j
Women and Children, Furnishings for the 1
Home and Garden, in Fact, We Can Serve
j
You Promptly, Satisfactorily and Economi- 5
cally, Whatever Your Wants May Be. '
FEATURING EVERY NEW MODE OF THE SEASON IN
APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES FOR EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY. SHOWING CLOTHES OF QUALITY
IN THEIR NEWEST STYLE TENDENCIES, DICTATED
BY THE WORLD'S FOREMOST FASHION CREATORS
AT PRICES MODERATELY LOW.




The Glass of Twenty-Seven
We've taken the golden glory
Prom the western sunset sky.
From the depths of the twilight we've taken
The truest bine we could find.
Then from the green of the river's brink
We've taken the daffy-doicn-dilly,
In all its radiant beauty
As bright as the stars of heaven.
The lines of the sky,
The brightness of earth
Are ours and we love them true.
Of our colors and flower we surely are proud-
The class o' twenty-seven.
"We build the ladder by which we climb"
—
Our slogan true and bold
And the ladder we are buildings
Is one to endure and bold.
O. E-town—college of our hearts.
To you we'll all be true
"As long as breezes 'round thee blow"
We'll sing thy name always,
And ever will our hearts and lives
lie pure as gold and true as blue
We'll reach our goals.
Though they're high as the heaven
—
The fine, big, class o' twenty-seven !
Note—This space was won by the Freshmen in an inter-class contest on selling
Etonians'.
Two hoys brought the skeleton to Room "A" one morning. On their
way they met Mrs. Campbell who remarked, "That's the kind of men I like."
Dotty— "1 didn't know I was asleep until I got awake."
I I
Student—"You can't see time.
No one ever saw it. You can't
hear it. You can't touch it—
"
Prof.
—"You're killing it tho'."
Fellow—" l'dgo to the end of
the world for you."
Girl
—"Go as far as you like,









SURPLUS and PROFITS 21 0,000.00
TOTAL RESOURCES 1,300,000.00
Member of Federal Reserve System
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
Amos G. Coble, President Elmer W. Strickler, Vice-Pres.
Aaron H. Martin, Cashier
I. W. ESHELMAN, Teller E. O. BRUBAKER, Teller
S. O. Brubaker, Clerk
DIRECTORS—Amos G. Coble, E. E. Coble, B. L. Geyer, Frank W. Groff,












Readers of the "Etonian"
will agree with the Photo-
graphers that she deserves
to share honors with her
accomplished father to




Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, Pa.
Albright College, Myerstown, Pa.
Lebanon Valley College, Annville, Pa.
Studio—36 North Eighth Street, Lebanon, Pennsylvania
One Hundred Sevcnlv-six
Z*€C Z^
Hagerstown Bookbinding & Printing Co.
College Printers and Binders
HAGERSTOWN - - - MARYLAND
HAOEPSTOWM.Mtt
Printers and Binders of this Publication, as
well as of the Year Books and Catalogues of
many other Schools and Colleges this season
Write us before placing your next order
One Hundred Seventy -seven





